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SECURITY INFORMATION

Preface to Transcription

1. The interrogatory approach to the cross-examination was one of
feigned friendliness and consideration for CC-2 1 8 welfare. It waz . recog-
nixed that tangible motivition instrumentalities were not available and
that duress could at best be employed as . a short-range bluff. Time was
of the essence,. since CC-2 was scheduled to leave for new employment in
Germany in a few days. Fortunately, a few clues about CC-2's personality
were at hand: he was in introvert, probably suffered from an inferiority,
was impressed by written agreements, and probably had a latent desire to
sums work for, The Americans'. This information cable from OROSSBAHN.

.	 2. All of these traits, plus others which were discovered as the inter--
-view proceeded, were exploited. First, CC-2 was induced by judicious
flattery to converse in English, his weakest language.. Concomitantly, he was
made to feel that the Americans were sorry to lose the services of such a
capable veteran operative and hoped that he would one day elect to work
again for the Americans. To this end it was necessary to put his personal
file in order and he would therefore be questioned on his relations With
Willi HOETTL and others.

• 3. CC-2 gave evidence that he is a perfectionist. He hesitated to
speak English since he couldnot do so fluently. Likewise be disliked edit-
ing military reports because his military experience was limited. He has
considerable pride in his reports is ajournalist and like most writers has
a.penchant to be read by an admiring public. This could never be realised
in covert work;' hence, his distaste for sub rose activity. Essentially a
sindere person, he found it repugnant to lie to friends about his intelli-
gence assignment. The switch in his assignment from political reporting to
other' coverage removed the last vestige of personal satisfaction which he
'derived from his daily chores for OROSSBAHN: From this point on he searched
for an escape.

I. Complications which weighed on" this complex were the impasse that
he reached when he concealed his relations with HOETTL from GROSSBAHN, • and . .
when bw hid an erotic 'affair with his mistress, AIM EHRLINGEH, from his
wife. There was also a penetrating religious facet whicti could not be rooted
Out but nevertheless'manifested itself. CC-2, professedly a devout Roman
Catholic, had strayed from the path and was undoubtedly vexed by the de -
Viation.	 -	 •	 '

5. As a law-abiding citizen CC-2 disclosed that he was preoccupied
because of his illegal currency deals for HOETTL and evidently expected some
pressure to'be applied to him by the interrogator on this score. It is
well to bear this factor in mind, since it constitutes a potential control
factor if CC-2 fails to observe the terms of the secrecy oath which he signed.
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6. After CC-2 Made a clean breast of his relations with HOETTL,and
still Manifested a strong attachment to the latter, it was felt necessary
to expose HOETTL as a fraud and an intelligence reprobate in order to
jolt CC.-2 into the realization that his admiration was ill-considered.
Basically naive, CC-2 was convinced that he had narrowly missed damaging
involvement with HOETTL. He volunteered to break off with the latter and
avowed that, he would remain aloof from intelligence entanglement after
he arrived in Oermany to commence work at his new job. .
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First Sitting: 28 January 1953

Cs CC-2
Di r_

DI Good afternoon, Doctor. We are glad that you were able to find time
to attend this interview. I understand that you speak English?

Cr A little, but I would prefer to speak German.

Ds Tour English is undoubtedlyauch better than wr German, so let's
commance in English—if we encounter difficulties, then we can
switch over to German, and I'm sure that in this way we'll:reach
complete understanding. We will understand each other completely by
using both languages, but I think that you are quite fluent in
Inglish, aren't you?

Cs (in German) May I answer in German?

D: Il muld prefer that you answer in Englieh.

Cs I'll try.

D: 2bis is good practice for you.

Cs I will make faults (sic).

D: Well, that's all right; everybody makes faults. It I were to try to
speak to you in Gerson, I would make more errors.

Doctor, the reason that I have asked to see you is becansoI understand
you are going to leave our service now. We lre.:sorry to hear that;
you're one of the oldest employeee that we have in Austria and we
feel that you are a specialist in your own field of political reporting,
but we also understand that if you have an offer of abetter job it is
quite necessary for a man UP look out for his future, and we oanunder-
stand that if you want to change it is your right to do M2. The
Americans do not held anybody to work for them vhen the person doesn't
want to do so of his own free will.

One of t& things that we will do this afternoon is to get your signa-
tors on a ,Iocument which we call a talsibe form. It includes two pro-
viaicms. Ons is a paragraph in which you acknowledge that you have
received thll payment from the government for the services that you
have rendered and that you have no claim; that nothing was promised
to you which you didn't receive from the U. S. Government--you under-
stand that?--ani that second one is that you will forever hold secret
the nature of your work in our interest.
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CI That is in my interest.

D: Yea, but from the Government's standpoint--and I am representing the
Government--I have to put it that way. That means everything that
you have done in the way of writing reports and in the way of opera-

- tions, so if you are in agreement with it I will bring out the
document and let you read it over. If it is not clear, I can explain

• it to you.

(Reads the document and understands its content without difficulty.)

You must understand my special knowledge is not usable to the Americans
any more. I an a political analyst.

D: The program is a . long-range one. Just as your career is one which you
look at far 20, 30, or 40 years, the program of the U. S. Government
also does:* go from 1950 to 1951 or from 1953 to 1955; it continues
on. .

C: . (Signing the document) Is that all?

D: Could you put the date in, please? Thank you vary much.

Do you smoke, Doctor?

No.

Di Not even a-pipe or cigars?

.6 Nothing at all.

D: You are vary unusual in never smoking at all. We have something in
common.

I understand that you are going on to Germany.

CI To work for the Rheinische Merkur.

D: and to work for the Rheinisehe Merkur.

CI But I hope that it would be a temporary job. .I shall return to Austria
as early as possible, perhaps in two or three years.

D: As long as that?

C:	 Yes.'

Di And you will be doing political editing?

C: Home policy.

D: What do you mean by home policy, internal politics?
SE .r2A



C: Yes, internal politics.

D: You will be reporting on the various political parties, and their
practices and their aspirations?

C: Yes, but I hope that I can change to the foreign policy work.

.D: Do you prefer that—the foreign?

Cs Yes. I am more experienced in foreign policy. However, the editor-
in-chief has discussed withADENAUER pry aesignment, andADENAUER al-
legedly said that he would prefer an Austrian who is not involved in
the clicques.

D: That seems vary unusual, doesn't it?

C: Yes.

D: That's a pretty Old paper, the RheinisChe Merkur; the history of the
-paper goes back some time, doesn't

 There was a paper issued-in the 19th century at Koblenz which had the
same name. The present Rheinisehe Merkur was founded in 1946, also at
Koblenz.

*D: Was it in existence in the Nazi period? 	 .

C: No, the founder was an immigrant named KRAMEN who lived in Paris and
then moved to London during the var. He returned in 1945 and together
with the present editor-in-chief started the paper. It is an in-
dependent political paper. It is difficult to run such a paper.

D: There are vary few countries Where you can be really independent in
journalism.

•
Cs Our so-called Austrian independent papers are not really independent

but are dependent upon certain political or financial groups.

In Austria it is almost impossible.. .the Salzburger Nachrichten for
instance,

C: (in German) One doesn't know. (laughs)

, D: I was interested in your statement that you might in the future sometime.
wish to join us again, and that was the second reason for my being

MS want to close out your record in our headquarters. We're on
a . friendly-relationship and in the future, if you feel as though you
desire to come back with our organization again, that will be taken
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under consideration; but before we can close the record satis-
factorily, we would like to get from you the whole history, in as
mach detail as possible, of your relationship with WILLI HOETTL.
I would appreciate it, and the Government would appreciate it, if
you would start from the very beginning--from Adam and Eve--and
take your time and recall as much as you can about sour meetings,
conversations, and dealings with Mr. HOETTL going back into the
40'5. If you don't mind,	 take notes on this, asking questions
once in a while if something is not clear.

C: Now start from the beginning--the years, the dates?

D: Approximately--as close as you can give them.

C: I became acquainted with HOETTL in 1936 or 1937, through the inter-
vention Of DR. TARAS BORODAMENCYZ.

Di Wks that in Austria?

C: Tee, in Vienna.

D: ',bat was Mr. ECRODAJIMICIZ by occupation; was he a jouinaliet?

C: No he was an Austrian and was employed by. the State Archives in
Vienna, on Minoriten Plata.

D: And how did that meeting occur? Was it just a social gathering?

C: Yes, a social gathering. Ny wife and I were invited to BDRODAJKEUCIZIs.

home for a reception and there I met HOETTL for the first time Rut
my acquaintance with HOETTI, was not important then; I met HOETrL in
the next two years only occasionally, without having a more intimate
acquaintance with him, but in 1938--I didn't know then that HOETTL

already worked in the illegal Nazi Party intelligence. I realized it
only a few years later. After the arrival of the Germans, in 1938, I
was excluded from the journalists' association because of my previous
connections. It was my Catholic connections, and because I had
allegedly worked for the Catholic Action intelligence service.

D: And you were brought to the police on that occasion, or did your boss
just tell you that you were dismissed?

C: (Did.not understand the question and so it was rephrased.)

D: Were you discharged from the association by one of the officials or
were you called to the police first?

- 4 -
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C: By one of the officials. It was an internal proceeding within the
organisation, but the exclusion was based upon a police report. I
tried to get into the association again in order to be able to be
gainfully employed, and BORODMKEWYCZ was ready to help me •d so,
and he discussed my situation with HOETTL. I had appealed to
BOHODAJIINCIZ, and BORODAJ/CEW/CZ took up the matter with HOETTL.
HOETTL then worked in my interest. I had a meeting with HOETTL and
asked him to help, and HOETTL did so. I was reaccepted for employ-
ment after about six weeks. Then for some time I had no further
cOnnection with HOETTL. I suppose HOETTL went to Berlin, and I re-
mained in Vienna. In the first year of the war I was employed with the
Viennese newspaper Pleasant Front, the same publication for which I
worked since 1928.

D: What kind of newspaper was that?

C: • weekly publication directed by DR. JOZEF EBERLE

D: Is be from the EBERLE Press?

C: No, he had nothing to do with the EBERLE printing house.-

November 1940 I was drafted into the air corps. I was discharged in
December 1941 to go to the Foreign Office headquarters in Berlin.

D: 'What was your specialty then?

C: I was a member of the Information and Cultural Department. It was a
kind of propaganda detachment, and besides, the detachment had to
supply German artiste and singers, professors and scholars, for
lectures abroad. One can say it was principally a propaganda office.

D: Who was the head of that office?

C: The last head was Ambassador F. R. SIX (phon). SIX came from HSU

D: And you were tied in with the German intelligence? This office was
tied in with the German intelligence some way, was it not?

C: No. German intelligence tied into the Foreign Office through a
special detachment headed by (could not recall the name)--it was
through the DentedhlandAbt.

D: The office in which you worked was primarily overt?

C: It just collected overt publications and issued bulletins, posters,
and so on, and did translation work. It directed expositions abroad.
In Berlin I saw HOETTL occasionally. We never discussed service matters.

-5-
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D: What was he doing at the time?

C: Then I supposed he was in ANT VI, but now I know that he was. He
was in charge of operations in Italy, Hungary, and Croatia and was
abroad often.

Di Was he pretty much of a big shot?

C: Yes.

D: Quite an important official at this time? Did you see him often?

C: No, not often.

D: Did you dine with him?

C: Yes, at the Hotel idiom, four or five times in the two years--or maybe
it was ten tines, I don't recall. In any case, it was only a personal
contact; no service matters were discussed. Then I collaborated with
the resistance group (German resistance) ofiiPtin and Yorkkvon
Wairtlanbarg. Hadtin was the man who was responsible for having me
transferred . to the Foreign Office headquarters in Berlin. Haftin
bad previously been German Cultural Attache in Vienna and then was
transferred back to Berlin and when there had me called to Berlin be-
cause he knew that I was a Balkan semi-expert.

'D: When was that?

C: my cooperation with Haditin commenced in January 19h2. When the 20th of
July 1944 attempt on Hitler's life failed I was on leave at Alt:ouster
and probably therefore I was not arrested. . I wondered for a long time
why I had not been. I had resided in Berlin in Haaftin's and WlamIten-
berg's bone for a long time, and the fellow who took my roam in
likritenbures halms was6MO5 MAINtheni, one of the leading collabora-
tors wit.hatBISAWKAS (phon). If I recall correctly, I met HOBITI,
for the first tina after the attempt on Hitler's life at the beginning
of 1945 and then HOETTL told no that he while in Vienna had inter-
cepted a message from the Gestapo, which had hindered the investigation
against me and that as a result he was responsible for saving my life.

D: Hosrdid he come to divulge that information to you? Do you remember
the circumstances?

C: (Did not understand the question and so it was rephrased.)

D: How did he happen to tell you that?

C: We were both in Berlin. Be phoned me at my office and we met at the
Adlon, and during the conversation he began to speak about the attempt
on the 20th of July, H4ORIN, and the others.

6 -	 .
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1D: '	When was that, in 1945? Before the end of the war?

Cs	 Yes, but he didn i t come out clearly and disclose this information at
that time. The detailed explanation was made to me after the end
of the wit. In the early part of 1945 HOETTI , statements were merely
allusions. I also felt that Ambassador SIX had done more to prevent
my arrest than HOETTL because two other members of SII I s detachment
had been arrested and were executed after the attempt failed, and

'SIX was not anxious to have others of his personnel apprehended on
the . same charge. HOETTL contacted me again in 1947 and told re about
his plan to write a took about his experiences with German intelli-
gence.

VIEW that early in 1947?

Cs	 The dates are difficult to remember. He told ma of his plan to write
a book on his intelligence work and his experiences during the war'
and he asked me to edit it. I accepted, and then in 1948 or 1949 I
completed the work and I received royalties from the sales.

11:	 'What type of financial arrangement did he have with you?

'Cs	 I was to receive 2% of the sales royalty.

Ds	 Did he give you any cash in addition to that? Was that your complete
payment?

Cs	 Yes, that was my complete payment.

Ds	 Did he give you anything in addition?

Cs	 No, but occasionally he asked me to edit newspaper articles, for
which-HOETTL provided the raw material. He gave me these assignments
while Ives engaged in editing his book and also afterwards.

Ds	 How long did it take to finish his work?

Cs	 If I remember it correctly, the work was finished at the end of 1949•

Ds	 About how much money did you receive for this job?

.C:	 The payments are not yet completed, since the Italian, French, and
Spanish editions have not yet been accounted for.

, Ds	 What other work have you performed for mr. MEM?

.Cs I edited articles on the Communists , activity in the Salskammergnt,
including the preparation of partisan groups, the Communist mountain
redoubt in the Totes Geberge, and so on.

- 7 -
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D: Was that quite recently? Did it have to do with the activities of
GEISWINELEE and his group? Did you believe that information?

C:	 (Laugbe) That was for the press.

D3 How much did you get for an article of that sort?

C: The payments for articles varied from 500 to 800 to 1,000 scni1lings.

Di And you did other articles for him? What kind?

C: HOETTL was the correspondent ind representative for the German
Soldaten Zeitung, and he asked me to deliver to him monthly political
situation reports on Austria.

D: And you did that on a monthly basis?

C: lea, on a monthly basis.

D: When did that start?

C: 1952.

D: And it continued up to the present time?

Os Up to the present time.

D: And what did you say you received for that work?
•

C: I received different fees: 500 to 600 ermilings.

D: Why did HOETTL want you to do that? He's a pretty clever man; couldn't
be do that work himself?

C: HOETTL is not capable of writing good critical journalism and he didn't
have the capability *n expand on an idea in writing. HOETTL is not
a writer.

;

D: Not a journalist?

C: No.

D: On the basis of the work that you were doing for HObiti, in 1952, you
saw him a few times a month?

Cs Every six weeks or, two months. We had an exchange of letters.

- 8 -
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D: Did he send you your money in a letter, and you sent him the manu-
scripts by mail?

C: Yes.

D: Let's go back to the time you started to work on the book. In that
period, 1949, you must have seen each other quite often as you pre-
pared each Chapter?

C: No, I didn't see him any more than once a month.

D: Even when you were working on the book?

C: Yea.

D: Did you handle most of your business by correspondence?

C: Yes.

D: Where was he living at the time?

C: He was living at Alt Aussee, where he is presently living... .where he
is living nom? or where he lives now? MY faults are horrible,
isn't it? (sic)

No, not at all. I have understood everything you've said perfectly.
.After all, that is the function of a language: to transmit thoughts
and ideas. It is very nice and a.sign of culture if you can speak a
language perfectly. I should try to do it in German and you should
try to do it in English, but if two people can get together and
understand each other as well as we do-- I-can say that your English
is adiNuate but I can't say that it is fluent, but you can understand
me and I can understand you.

In these meetings that you had with mr. HOETIL, he must have been
Interested in you and how you were making your living, was he not?
How did you explain this .to him?

C: I explained to him that I was a collaborator and a co-editor of the
Watt undWahrheit, published by the firm HERDER in Vienna. This is
a job-WiCrilauelly held, and I told him that I was a Salzburg . rep-
resentative of the HERDER firm, which of course was not actually
true, but my statement on my affiliation with the HERDER publishing

1company in Vienna was true. I never had to tell him how I made zy
money or how much I earned.

-9-
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D: Did he ever indicate that he knew that you were engaged in some other
activity?

C: No. But in 1952 he began to ask me if I was not working with American
intelligence and gave ne a hint that he knows that I did. I tried to
evade answering his questions and broke off the discussion of this
matter bat he would return to it. I believe that he was inforted
either by RUPERT ANDEL, who knew that I worked with GROSSB&HD, or by
ABNER. We never discussed this matter specifically. He varied me
and I evaded answering the questions. I did not expressly deny because.
I believe that ha actually knew.

D: He acted as though he knew it?

C: Yes.

D: Did he act as though he knew you were in touch with GROSSBAHN, or did
he just indicate that he thought you were working for the Americans?

0: Working for the Americans. We did not discuss GROSSBAHN at the same
time. On other occasions he inquired how GMOSSBAINi lives and if he
were in gqpd financial circumstances and if he had satisfactory work
anditions and so on. He knew that GROSSBAHN lived at Altmunster and
that GROSSBAHN worked for the Americans but he did not know that
GROSSBAHN , and I were collaborating.

D: You are quite sure he didn't know that?,

C: Yes.

D: Did he ask you from time to time about your work with the Americana?
;

C: Yes, but I never made any concrete explanation.

D: Did be ever ask what you were doing for the Americana?

C: No, no. He didn't Ask so indiscreetly. He may Seated to know if
I did work for the Americans.

D: Be just Wanteiyou to admit that?

Cs Yea.

Ds But you didn't admit it?

C: No, but.I did not deny or admit it.

- 10 -
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D: So he could have deduced it or might have thought it?

C: /Ss, he could have deduced it, I think.

D: From a facial expression? Or from some other action?

C: Yes, or from my evasion.

D: He's a very Clever man. But he never pushed yOu on the point and
said, "I know that you work for the Americans," and so forth?

C: He did not. He never tried (in Getman) to force me into a corner.

D: How often did he infer that he knew that you were connected with the
Americans?

C: Not at every meeting, but about every second meeting.

.D: He mould bring it up in a very subtle way?

C: lea, in a subtle way.

D: And this started sometime in 1952? The earl7Part or the middle of
1952?

C: It's very difficult to say, but I think it was the beginning of 1952.

D: Approximately how many times did he inquire about GROSSHAHN?

Cs Oh, four or five times.

1D: And always along the same line? What would he ask you?

, C: Be used to ask me about my acquaintances and among these acquaintances
he. mentioned GROSSHAHN's name.

D: The other acquaintances he mentioned on these occasions-- .were they

mutual friends of yours?

C: Ritual friends, yes, politicians.

D: Whom you should know anywey?

C: Yes.

D: But in the case of GROSSBAHN I s nameolasn't it out of pontextbecause
be didn't know thatyou and GROSSBAHN were acquainted?

•
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C: He didn it know that, but he connected it always with other persona
And questions.

•D: Did he ever use that same tochniqge in regard to other individuals in
whom he seemed to have a special interest?

•C: I:suppose that you are interested in men who are suspected or supposed
to work for intelligence? He asked about DR. 411100,DEVI. KARL NON
WINKLER, who is a friend of HOETTLIe.

D: And what did he want to know about men like - ION WINKLER? -

C: Whether he was living at Salzburg or had moved to Vienna. He also
asked about OTTO BEMS, KADDER-KIATT, and ADNER.

D: Did you ever ask him, "Why are you interested in these people, 4811ir

* C: No, I tried to evade discussing them because it was painful for mete .
be asked about these persons. I was in a very difficult situation.

D: Did you ever meet any other people when you went to see HOETTL? Did
he ever introduce you to anyone?

C: Oh,' once he introduced to me HARRY MST.

D: What did he say about ItARRY.MAST?

C: He said that HARRY MAST is an old intelligence - man, worked first for the
GLEN organiz	 .-aticaC - then was fired by them because of his
with Bonn, and then Was employed by the HOETTL group and now isun-
employed.

D: Were there any other people like MAST to*hom he introduced you?

•• C: No, I nah lt remeMber any. He always said that he had good American
connections but that he would not use them because the time for hie'
return to service with the Americans wasn't . right.

.D: Did you ever lend HUTU money?

CI No.

Di Did he ever lend you money?

C: When he gave me money itwas always related to the took royalties or
some other editing work.

- 12 -



Ds I don't mean did he pay you money, but from the standpoint of borrow-
ing, did he ever lend you money and did you ever lend him money?

C: No. But on the subject of money, he repeatedly asked me to change
sovereigns and gold napoleons and sometimeu also dollars, francs.'

Ds And you did that for him?

Cs	 I did.•

Ds On how many occasions, would you say?

Tim times sovereigns anctmapoleons, one time a golden ring, one time
a golden match, and three or four times dollars. The other curreney

VOL	
that I cbanged--(in German) I imagine that we are coming to that yet--
(He showed a sign of concern in this regard.)

Ga10,
°la	 I'm not so interested in the criminal aspects; that isn't my job,

that's the CID'. job. We aren't sitting here for that reason, but I
would like to learn from you whyREGLI asked you to negotiate in
these black market transactions. Now did that whole thing start?.
They seem to have gone on for some tine; they must have gone back to
1952.

Cs Earlier; 1951.

Ds Bow did the whole thing start? Do you number?

Cs

Di Was there a relatively large sum of money involved?

Cs No. The objects were worth about 3,000 saillinge. I don't remember
am, timrhe gave me objects or money to exchange where the value was
more than 3,000 schillings, except the German smrks transaction—the
Oermsnamirks (which I exchanged) which be pretended came from a payment
free a German pubLishJmg house.

Ds WILLI is a man who knows a lot of people. I an trying to find out why
be mould have asked you to do hie this favor rather than to ask someone
else. After all, you weren't dealing in the black market Limos*
at that time, were you? It must have been difficult for you to estab-
lish& contact in that circle.

Cs No, it wasn't. Next to EY house is the Riedenberg, and there are many
Jews on the st:reet. In those days everybody in that vicinitarvms en-
gaged in this-Mort of transaction. HONTTL considered me as a reliable
friend, and I am not convinced that he had many persons whom he trusted.

SECREI
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It was Christmas 1951. I remember it because he gave me the reasons
for selling the gold tbinge; he said that he bad to pay for Christmas
presents.



Di	 Who do you think his other trusted friends were beta in Salzburg?
Do you know eny of them?

C: I know that THEODORE ALBERT is his Salftwg representative.

D: •	 So you feel that he trusted this to you because he fe.lt that you were
a reliable individual.

1
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CI	 I think's°.

	

Ds ,	Did you receive a commission for doing this?

C:

D: Wasn't there quite a rick involved in regard to the last transaction?

Perhaps, but I felt obliipd to do so.

	

D:	 Why did you feel obliged?

	

.C2	 I believed then and I still believe that be really did soMething to save
wy life.

	

D:	 So you feel obligated to him for that?

	

C:	 Tee, and I did it out of gratitude.

	

.02	 In the case Of the German marks, was it quite easy to find someone who
could handLe such a large eon of money?

	

02	 Oh, yes, quite easy. Would you like to know the names of the dealer?

	

;D:	 No. Did you do it with one person or were there more?

	

Os	 With one person.

	

DI	 Well, maybe you had better tell me. Who is this perion?

	

Ci	 There was a so-celled WM; he is no longer hers. Mere was a certain
WEICHSMANN. The third one is already in thell.. S. or Canada, I can't
remember.

	

DI	 One was mann, one was WICHMANN, and the third you can't remember—.-
so.it was three men, then?

	

Os	 Well, no. The three worked together.

.14	 Is ROMS acquainted with year fondly/
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C: Yes, he knows my .wife.

Ds	 How did he meet your wife? Did you introduce him to her?

Cs	 My wife was invited to visit BORODAJHENTCZ's hone with me at the time
that I first met ROHM,.

D: You are sure that you never told WILLI anything about your connection
with the Americans?

Oh, quite sure--regarding the details--quite :hire. He never asked me
for details.

	

Ds	 He never asked you for details; he indicated that he knew that you
were in touch with the Americans?

	

Cv	 He.did. I did not deny this connection.

	

• D:	 Did you ever engage in conversation with . tim on the subject?

	

. Cs	 No.

Ds .	 Did he ever try to use pressure on you?

Cs . 	No.	 .

Ds	 He isn't that kind of a man?

Cs	 Well, no.

Di	 You know, WILLI is an interesting individual from the American point
of view. As you knew, he has worked for the Americans, he was dropped
and then he was picked up again and then he was. dropped--I don't know
how many tines myself. You probably know him better than egy.American
has. Wet is your opinion of-the man from the standpoint of loyalty
to the West, for example? -

C:	 I am happy that you give me the opportunity to say something about
this. I wit deeply convinced that HOETTL is for the West and that be is
for the closest cooperation between Germany and the United States. I
am quite sure that that is the case. But I have detected that he has
sone remnants of pan-German feeling. He is not trying to foster a
union between Germany and Austria, but he is convinced that Germany is
the leading power in Europe and that Germany has to control the
Balkans. This is my ordnion, but he never expressed his opinion to
me; I concluded it from my conversations with him. I say that HOETTL
would never collaborate with an intelligence system which is not
sponsored by the United States or in a friendly connection with the
United States. I concluded that he has also tried to get in touch
with the French intelligence because he often traveled to the VoratlL
berg and he had a French officer as a liaison or a friend.

SEC.REt
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Now I will give you my criticisms of HOETTI. HOETTL has no political
aspirations but he is enbitioue politically in the senée that be would
3.11B to direct political activity from the background.

D:	 He is ambitious then in that sense.

C:	 Yee, end he will always try to use his intelligence knowledge to create
a political effect. ' He does this because be feels that intelligence
must be integrated with political action.

.	 .
The second weak point is that he is a romanticist.

Ds	 Why do you say this is his-weak point? Is it because he is not
practical or-realistic?

C:	 He. seems to be realistic but he does not seem to have the ability to
distinguish the true from the untrue.

Yon mean that. be can't distinguish the truth from fantasy. Is that an
intentional or unintentional characteristic?

C: Unintentional.

D: Ton think'that it is unintentional. Now let's take a concrete .example
before we go to the third point. In the case of the-GEISNINKLBR
article, do you think. that he didn't know that was a fake?

C: (Laughs spontaneously at this.) That was a special case. He just used
the material to make a good press article. Maybe hal:new that the
MUM= articles were not true but to make the headlines and to
create a desired effect he used them.

D: In that case you would say it was intentional?.

.Cs	 lee, it was.intentional.

11:	 Hat there are other cases you feel where he has received false in-
formation =dim actually believed it was true?

Cs . He has a has for the mysterious, the unueiel.

Ds	 The sensational? Of course, I understand. Whit was the third point?

Cs	 The third point is be is too optimistic. He believes that what he is
contemplating is already true.

•
14	 And you don tt . thinkthat this is a controllable factor; it is just -

his desire to have a thing come true which makes him believe that it
is actually. true?
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C: .	Yes. A fourth week point: he has a poor understanding of human nature.
He trusts men who don't deserve to be trusted.

And now some more strong points: he is an active individual, and has
good ideas, imagination, good personal relations and is acquainted with
a large number of people and he has had a large experience in intelli-
gence work.

D: Bat how about his character? That is the thing with which I am parti-
cularly concerned. i.e far as your case goes, he evidently saved your
life. He was very courageous at this time. Were you a good friend of
his when he saved your life or just an acquaintance?

C: He was just a good acquaintance but not a friend.

D: Is he an honest man? If he gives you his word can you depend upon it?
For instance, in your business dealings 'when you first worked on this
book, he said "I will give you 2i%." Has he given you this? Have you
ever bad to ask him for it?

Cs	 No.

11:	 Never?

Cs	 HO. His publishing enterprise was often in poor financial circumstances
and then payments to me were suspended, but I eventually always received
my money. He is vain. I cannot imagine that EMIL would harm or
intrigue against a friend.

1)2	 Is he loyal to his friends? If one of his friends were put in jail for
three oi . foer years, be would stick by the friend, help him oat?

C:	 He would .do that. Oue can say he is too good. For instance, n the
C488 of ERICH BREMER: KERNMETER first collaborated with Lim, and
MEM entreated to him the full direction of his intelligence group.
subsequently, KERNS= separated himself from MUM and commenced to
intrigue against him. He made reports against HOETTL and gave these to
the state police and the Ministry of the Interior and maybe also to CiD,
I don't know. BOUM knew about this for a long Idoe bathe never tried
to atop KERNMEXER. He only laughed about KERNMEIER/s activity against.
him. Maybe he overrated his influence over KROMER.

DI	 About his religious feeling-- Is he a religious man, or does he not go
to church?

Cs	 He is without religion.

Di	 But he is not an atheist?

-17.*
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'CI	 No. He never participated in the Nazi persecution of Catholics.

D:	 And Jews?

C:	 I don't know, but I think Catholics he never did.

DI	 Is he a dependable man?

Ct

DI	 Do you think he has any chance of ever becoming important politically
in Austria?

Cs	 No.

Di	 Who are his enemies as far as the government is concerned?

0:	 He is. on friendly terms with State Secretary GRIP, and...

Ds	 Does he know GRIP 'personally?.

Cs	 Tee. .

Ds	 Does he ever :me GRIP in Vienna?

C: NO, not in Vienna.

Dt	 Re probably does not go to Vienna very often.

Cs	 Probably net.

D:

0:

D:

0:

D:

I mean, he probably does not travel over the demarcation line, so if he
meets GRAF, it must be down here.

•

Se coed have net GRIP at Salzburg, but I don't think he met him in

Vienna.	 .

(SAP, you say, is a friend or acquaintance of his. Who else does he
have who sight protect him or help hie politically/

mA2, and ELM, and maybe FICIL. His connection with aaLF I know !nix
my intelligence isrekwas KARL VON WINKLER.

Who are his enemies? Who are the people who work against hie He seems
to be very friendly with the 0e9P group, so that the Socialists could
be expected to work against him.

Os	 The Vd11 has not been friendly to him.

-18.d
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D:	 Is he acquainted with KRAUS?

CI	 I don't know, but the VdU is against HOETTL since HOETTL was the sponsor
or the co-sponsor of the OBER:MSS talks, and the OHER4EISS talks were
intended to unite the Nazis with the 00P.

D:	 Did WILLI HOETTL actually organize the OEEFARISS 'meting or did he just
get credit for it?

CI	 One cannot say organize, but he participated in the preparatory sessions.

D:	 He wasn't actually at the meeting, was he? •

C: He was at Omunden while the meeting took place at Oberweiss. That i.e
only five or viz kilometers from. Gmunden. In relation to my connections'
with HOETTL, I forgot to tell you that when the.OBIRWEiSS meeting was	 .
being planned, I worked very closely with HOETTL, and I thought then
that he was working to bring the Nazis into the OeVP because Ives
opposing the establiehment of an independent VdU party because I was
afraid that it wild become another Nazi party.

Ds	 Well, it did; you were right. Was he very cooperative at that tine?

Cs	 Yes.

D: Did he ever ask "Why are you so interested in this?"

Cs	 HOETTL knew that I was interested in it because of my Catholic orienta-
tion and that I was for the OeVP and he took it for granted that I

	
1

would try to bring about a settlement favorable to the OeVP.

D:	 Have you to/1 HOETTL . that you are going to leave here and that you are
going to Germany?

Ci	 Yes.

D:	 Has he indicated any interest in that?

C:	 No, he asked only that I should edit his second book on his intelligence
work regarding the fifth column and the operation ZEPPELIN and that I
from time to time would edit his articles.

Di	 He wants you to Continue on doing the save thing that youhhave been doing
here? You are trilling to do that?

Cs	 Oh, the payment is good for me and the work is not too difficult and I
don't spend much time at it.

4;:t1
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D:	 Are you looking forward now to your move to Germany? Do you think it
will be a very interesting experience?

C: Oh, I hope so, but I have to become oriented to the new position.

D: Do you have any friend's  there who can help you in that regard?

C: Editor-in-chief DR./Illeiphon) is a friend of mine, and I have good
connections with the German Catholics, especially the members of the
editors' association and publishing houses.

D: There is no chance that you will reconsider your intention of moving on
to Germany and stay here in Salzburg, is there?

C: To tell the truth, I would like to return to my previous profession, at
least for a couple of years, but I feel that I could do more for our
commobpurpose, to fight Communism, by returning to that profession.
Here I only have the possibility to edit reports which originate with
other persons. I cannot be active; I cannot be responsible; I cannot
be independent.

D: Ion miss the satisfaction which you formerly received when you created
these reports yourself, is that it?

.	 .	 •
Cs	 But it in the future the political intelligence is of importance to the

Americans again, then I would consider reemployment if the U. 8. intelli-
gence wished it, and I would rejoin our group. I an on the closest and
friendliet terms with OROSSHAHN. I have appreciated qr opportuAity to
collaborate very highy and this was a very good time for me. I have
the wish to do more.

.D: , To do more in eta regard?

C: More active journalistic work. My work for the. Vienna publication wasn't
gratifying enough since it only appears monthly and is then aimed at an
intellectual and sophisticated level and I would iike to write for a
wider public.

D: That is your own ambition then, in other words.

C: Tee.

D: Would that be probably the chief reason why you have been unhappy?

Cs	 Yon can say that is the chief reason.

D:	 And if you could get a job in Austria doing the same thing, would you
consider staying here?

- 20 -
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Ct	 lea, but at present the outlook for that type of job in Austria is not
too good.

D:	 ToU mean that if such a thing could be arranged, you would consider
staying on here working for some publication where you could write an
article every

 here, 
for instance?

C: Sometime later, but for now, for the coming year, it's impossible.

D: Have you already signed a contract?

CI	 'I have signed-a contract.

D:	 For how long?

Cs	 For a half year.

D:	 And you wouldn't want to break that contract?

C:	 No, it would be an unfriendly act.

Di	 How about after a half a year? Would you consider that?

Cs	 Yea, after a half a year I 'would reconsider.

Di	 But only on the terms that you would be given a chance to work more out
in the open on straight political reporting?

C: Tea.

D: Your desire is, then, to work in the journalistic field where you have
an overt office andvuwrite your daily article and the people have a
chance to read it. You wouldn't object, with a set-up of this sort, to
some clandestine work in addition, would you?

C: No.'

D: Is. clandestine 'mark disagreeable to you?

CI	 Oh, a little. I have so mavy acquaintances and some have been asking me
"What are you -doing," and in order to answer I musteva .de or male up
an untrue answer. I feel uncomfortable about this. But if it would be
-possible to connect clandestine work with oVertactivityln a way that
makes the clandestine inconspicuous, I would be willing to do it.

Di	 Has your Wil3 ever raised a question as to what you're doing with your
time, and so forth?

-21-
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C: My wife is an intelligent woman. I have never told her what rem doing
in Salzburg, but she probably guesses that I am engaged in some type of
clandestine work....clandestine work, or sorething unusual.

D: In comparison to what you were doing before the war?

Cs	 Yes. Before the war I was a journalist..

EN	 You had your name in the paper and now you don't have your name in the
paper.

lee. But my wife has not influenced me. For a long time I have con-
sidered the problem of my future, but I repeat that I would return to
'intelligence work if my working conditions were changed to a political-
type activity.

Tea—if it could be arranged that you would be working as a political
journalist in the open?

Ce	 Yes, in the open, and besides I Could collaborateotecause'I am.convinced
that such work is very importantind will grow increaainay more important
U a state treaty is. signed. But I am not familiar with military
matters.

	

De	 Oh, I see.

	

- C:	 I-was a recruit in the German air force for one year and I served in a
commission unit, so I am unacquainted with military Matters.

	

D:	 Well, I think that we understand each other, and we'll let the, thing' go
at that. If I have a few additional questions that I may think Of I'll
let GROSSBARN know that I want to see you again ., and we can make'
arrangements to hold another discussion tomorrow. I want the information
that you have conveyed to me to go into your file; it will be the last
chapter in your book for the time being. Then in the future if you
change your mind about intelligence work or we have the kind that you
are looking for, we can call upon you or send a representative to you.
It seems to me your future lies here in Austria. Your friends are
here, your contacts are here, and your interests are here. You're an
Austrian after all, not a German.

Cs	 I intend to return to Austria after two years at the utmost.

D:	 It will be difficult now for you to see your family at all, won't it?

Cs	 Oh, my family will move to Germany-with me.



C2 • Tee, Mext year. She will leave 'befor&Christmes or in the :fall::
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Di	 Isn't that rather eipensive?

	

C s 	The publishers will pay the expenses.

	

Ds	 Haw about your. children? They're in school now, aren't they?

	

Cs	 Tee. That was a difficult problem because the Gerson schools run on a
different schedule, but it must"bi': : dosei. It will be very good for my
eon to experience learning under ansitheir ectool system.

	

.Ds	 Ie he' a pretty mart boy4

	

Cs	 Tee. Re is sixteen years old.

Ds Where is he studying now?

	

Cs	 In high school, and :07 dmighter is at Vienna 17iiivereity. She intends
to go to the United States for one year on a schoier'.ahip.

	

Cs	 Tee.

	

Ds	 ie that the Fullbright ,Scholarship?

	

Ds	 She mast speak English.

• •:Ci	 Tee, • she speaks /Owlish.

	

. : Di	 Has she been Interviewed here : by the consittee and passed4ready?

	

-:•••••	 Tee, tram the eight thousand applicants only thirtzr-ware accePted, and:..
ie asespg the tbirty.. -. •.-.	 •

	

Ds	 That's a great hes* and a wonderful opportanity. So she will leave-
next year?.	 I

•,•
•
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Second Sitting:	 29 January 1953

D:	 As I told you . yesterday, I looked over Fry notes and reviewed in my
mind what we had been talking about, and a few qoestions . that were
nOt, clear in sty own mind came up. I figured if they weren't' clear to •
me, they would not be 'clearto eorasone in Headquarters: who Would -
read your file, so I would like to go over that ground again.

Ton made a statement that since 1952 you had been preparing political.
sinew:ries for Mr. HOUTZ! . What type of information went. into thoes -
summaries?

They were press reviews. I took the papers of the Peet eannth end Imade an extraction from them in order to term a vie* on the essential
proceedings in internal politics in Austria. These included no!epeciial
information except what I knew from•friends, but the essentials Were
taken from the press.

Dv	 Do you have say examples or copies of these reports?

Cs	 No, I :effete it by hand.

Do you write all of your things by hand?
"C:	 Most of them. I am not accuat,omad to writing with a-machine.

'	 do: you wrote these political ennamari.es *bed upon etateiente of prose.	 items Which you had read2
•

,
 aion*merely said, nen ire acquainted With Austrinn

PO1itioe and you will know what is eatiential and whit 10 . not‘•	.

And what was Mr. ROHM going to do with these summaries?

He said that he would send them to the editor of the &a:4ot= Zeitunik.

You have mentioned that MEWL was the representative of German
newspaper, Slat. Paper was that?

The Deutsche Soldaten Zeitunso their offices: are located at Munich.

• t. :1 •

•

-papers did you review in cirder to prepare them?-
•.Cs	 The Vienna -Irma dal alrarker ViChtieliten, and :Arbeiter Zs. itunk...'

ts	 What -.vas	 particular intermit in thee°. Animmarien? Did he
give yOn any direction along the line?

SECURITY INfORMATiON
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D:	 That is the paper Tor which he worked here? And he was taking your
statements and he Vas sending them to the editor of the Deuttiche ••
Soldaten 74.1?

C:	 Chi, I guess, but I don't know.

Di	 Did yob ever read the Deutsche Soldaten Z

C: Occasionally it is not a paper of WI choioe.

D: Did you ever see anything which you wrote , in that paper?

Ct	 No, except one time. Once I had written an article far EOM,. a
, review of politics during the past year, Ind that • wae pnbliabed:

DI	 On one occasion? Did he call that to your attention; or did You
discover that try Yourself?

C3	 No, I discovered it„. ty chance at a news vender's stand. Oh,. L can
probably guess why you are asking am these questions and I 'have ideas
of jrp own. I suspected that he made other use of then reParto•

Di	 iet...,3114 you enspecit?

Cs . I suspected that he submitted these reports to a Borui offine.

Di	 An intelligence office?

Cs . No; I think rather a foreign office.

D;	 7130-Boam TOreigm Office?

Cs lei, this I did Suspect.

Ds .	To *Viola there? 'Anions. in particular? Anyone with idiom you bum be was
• in: ecintact4	 .

Cs He Maier mentioned azq:assies but I guess it was the official in charge
Of limitriairmattere, sal;I'aPprecdated the possibility to bring sq
!lain to the attention of that official in Germany, *itch probably
mera not knoviii .tO bin. I .. felt that the reports. setesitted to that Of,
ficer :byl-others were not at objective and as complete as mine.

Di	 pa.a you consider your report as restricted information?

Cs	 No. It could have been published at any time.

“1:03.	 Could it have been publieeted in Austria?

• 25 •
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Ct	 (Did not understand question.) 	 .

Ds Woad you have been will ing to publish them hers under your own name?

Cs	 Probably not, because I wrote frankly--too frankly for political tac-
tics.

D:	 Ton criticised what was going on, from the standpoint of Fainting out
what should be done to correct undesirable. trends?

Cs PO*.

Ds	 And would that have been embarrassing to you if it had came out here?

Cs	 No, it wouldn't have been embarrassing—except for one fact. I didn't
deal in a frienaymanh6rvith Da. KARL GBUBBN, shop I do not like.

	

Ds	 You had the feeling 4sat Mr. HOBT71. might have been using this information
for some other reas4u than that sablOb be expressed. Did you ever ask

	

.	 'hi* about that?
•

No, I didn't. ..'

Ds Did you ever tell him that it vas unusual that your articles did not
appear regularly in the Soldaten Zoitune

Cs 	 No. BOBTTL said thatmven if the articles were not published in the
theYvealdmtilI.be valuable as baclqgrowilinfa imatian for the

editaraind that my, articles could be used as a brief for the prepersi-
- • tionsW-othermeis:atorieS.

Di	 Hy Hastlia

	

Cs	 Nos'brthe editors bUthir_Soldaten Belt -. But ruin tell you at
. ehat time I firet . ernspenterfE€77 articles veri not gang:tolhe

•:.861datenZei. It vie after KNONSSIBR had takenthe job Of Salzburg
- ..'. czeprenentatifif the :Soldaten lettuce anglY from HCETTL and HOETTL

failed to inform ne tiFt76771;51Aunger . needled MY reports for the
,	 .	 •	 Zeitung.' . I did Ocit ask hint about this matter but ilonálidid

.	 .-...11-Wf-0Ele Mtn:the 6684"	 '.	 .	 .

How was BONI% outmaneuvered by KUMMER? Nov did NKRNMEin take
BOBTIVe : job away/	 .

	

. Cs	 EIBIBiEUR is now the; editor of the BOldatenHeitungs . in *Munich, and
10110,131ER intrigued against MEM tV:claining thai HOETTC had Used
his influence to get the Germans to agree upon reparation's for the Jesse

,	 "..•
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because BOUM had at one time made a report on the number of persons
who had been murdered by the Nasis.

Di When did HOBITL lose his job with the Witten isitung?

Os	 July 1952.

Di	 Ton started to contribute these to MUM early in 1952. Bow, after
BONTL lost his job with the Soldritengoitmg, you continued to con-
tribute reports to him. •What explanarii—Fga--o	 EOM gime you as to the
ultimate destination of your mummies?

Cs	 BA made no explanation because I didn't ask him for one.

Ds	 But you were satisfied in your own mind that if your reports were not
.going to the Soldatmili4lEg that they were going to Bonn or to some
other recipientvhon 	say BOBITL did not ideritify to you, is that
correct?

Cs	 Tee.

•IN lifetime your Wuraghta in the matter?

	

Cs	 I felt *a little uncomfortable, but I decided to continue submitting the
reports.

Ds libyl Did you need the money?

'Cr The money was one of the reasons, but not themain reason. The in -
-rewrap V.. that I hoped that my reports would be of use for anstrit.ci.

Di' . 1)14 . 110BTfL flier tell you how your information Was regarded? Did:be
ever egY that it was considered to . l*very good or exceptional?

Cs Oh, very good.

	

' Di	 Did be egy that hevonaidered . it to be very good Or that th.r. permen •
Or 	 who ultimately received -it considered it to be very good?

	

.	 .
.Be said it. Boe he only paid me for these report. until October 1952.

'Ds Ton started to give hid th'eMexeports ' inlecember 1951. •natires a
.riview of the political sitmatiOn.inAnstria, and that article was
published in the BoldaterLZeitung.'

Tee.
•

Di . He gave you 600 a:shillings for that?

SEM
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Cs	 Yea.

Ds	 How did he ease to maks an offer to you in this regard? Do you
remember?

Cs HA said that be could not prepare this correspondenoe for the Soldaten
zikiLig and he mould pass over to no part of the salary if I Izmr----
Wag7 7irite the monthly reports for bin. 	 -

Di	 That wee the begimxing of your relationship? In Deosmber 1951 you
prepared the first report? And then thereafter every month you sub-
mitted a report until July 1952?

Cs The reports were paid until July of 1952 and from then on I Gentian
the reports without receiving pay.

Ds Could you afford to do that? Through August of 1952 they were paid?

Cs ' /ea.

Ds Why did you continue to do so?

Cs	 Out of friendahip.

Di Did you feel obligated to him?

,CsL: yes.
. _

DI: In what way were you obligated?

Cs . The work which I did in the lest few months ma something witch I did
far myself anyieyi not necessarily to be published or to be sold, but
jetit for my own.knomledge and for wy own use, in . order to keep myself

. an ecumnsteiththe local political situation. ItwasU lt much trouble
and very little mOrk.

Ds. 'Then in July 1952 IER/HOCIER took the Soldaten bibs job away from.
.110ETTG?

.	 .	 .
Cs	 I-don't recall exact/y, bdt I think itmes . Jely or August.

•
tif last yearT

.	 .	 .
CI	 Yes.

Ds And from that point on you continued to give Witham reports, Ishii*,
you presumed were going to sametady in Germany:. • . 	 •
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Os	 Yes.

Di	 Het you're sure that HOSTTL never told you wham they were going to?

'Os	 Yes, I an sure.

Di	 He never told you anything about that?

Cs	 No.

Di And yom never ached him? .

Cs	 .No.

Ds	 As far as you're concerned, then, HCS111,could have been giving these
reports to the Komwandatura in Vienna and you wouldn't have known
anything about it. Is that right?

Cs .	NO. .1 couldn't suppose that HOST% wont .... deliver any material to the
Bessimis.

1)s	 It could have gone from. H(STTL tO somebody in Germany and then to the
Hessians.

- (Dee to technical difficulties the next two minates did not record,
but,it is recalled that 00-2 appeared shocked•by the idea that his
marts could. have reached the Russians, as t: 	 :3 had suggested.)

• (04 vms then queried on the source of the raw information used in
• hi/ political summaries. After stating that he did not use any in-

faimationehich resched'hisland as a result of hie work for ORME=
in these statemente, be was-quisted again on this pant.)

-1Ds IOW are sure that none of the information which went into these re-
Oita's:same from OROMEAHN Im stators:Lute?

Cs	 Ism ewe that I intentionally did not include any lamination of that
port but =intentionally one ovthe other detail which noinaidedwith

• my own ideas was placed in a political summery.

1);	 You never Intent:Lona* extracted information from reports Which Ones.
.	 to you !mu information received from GROSSHAHN I e apperat? You never.

I . -	 .did that? Tau are quite sure?	 _ ,•
Oi • Eineépt once. Onoe I gave HOETTL details on UOTSBALATT. !WS

•torietioneame to, an trampoline contacts and I. ihfOried CHNISBAEN
. about this matter.

■••
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1' Ds	 You informed him before you gave BOUM the, statement?

Os	 Yes, before.

Ds	 Is there any other similar information which you might have extracted
tram mossultwo spparat?

Cs	 No.

De	 Are you quite sure? .

Cs	 Tea.

Ds , Why didn't you tell OROSSPARN that you mere getting 600 sohillings
a month frog HONTTL for. preparing a monthly political sulesxy?	 .

Cs	 I considered the affair pertaining tO my regular oolleboittioms.in
joUrnaliatic matters. It wae a private thing.

Ds	 /Om informed OROSSEON you received mehey for editing neispaper
articles and editUmgVILLI's book, and that is WerteinlY a privisie
enterprise.

Cs . MIAs it wee an error of mine that I didn't inform anossakm.

Ds	 Is therewotreasonsftryou hesitated to tell GROSSBAHN7- Did you
think he night not have approved of that? 	 -

Cs	 Maybe.

Ds	 *you think that oaosssmroagbt not have wanted you to prepare
jhopthIy summaries? 	 .

Cs	 I don't think so, but pesailhlThe adght have felt that 'way.. 	 -

Ds You must have had some riaaon for not telling hie beanie after all,
you're a good friend of ORO:38*U and yonSeme . tOlithim about a lot of
things!

•• •
Cs	 Ies but I didn't tell him aboutemehartdMilethat I wrists for

NATL. Be knew thetre011aboratedcwith'NONTTG-inlomMalatic.
Matters but I didn't Were biabeihe . detaile ofwy oollaboratimn.

.	 .	 -
Ds	 This is something which had been gang on for almoet two years--

 Not two years.; one year.
.	 .

-Dt	 December 1.951. to l92--yea. You're sure there was no intentional . , —
roma for withholding that information?

•

cL6-
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SECURITY INFORMATION

CsCs	 No.

Was there anyone else for whom you were preparing erummariee on a
regal sr. basis?

No. HOETTL was the only man who wee giving me mOnsy for doing
editing work. Scaretimee I wrote .articlee for the Vienna preei.and I
edited a book for : a Stuttgart publisher.

But there vas no One who gave you a steady salay for preparing .
political reports or any other kind of reports?

Cs	 No.

Ds	 Did you tell anyone about the lie detector teat to ithic h you were
submitted?

• Cs	 No.

D2	 Are you gars?

Cs	 Tee.

Ds	 Are you ours that you didn't tell NOETTL about that?

Os	 -2eS4

Ds	 licg: could HCBTTL haw found out that you had taken a lie dateot‘
ieirt?

He found it out?j

•Tee, he did. How could he have found it out?

(OC-2 thought about this for some ,seconds but made no reeponee.)

Ds	 D34,, you tell : THEODOn ALBERT about it?

Cs	 / Cini:!t.laiOw THEODORE ALBERT perionally:

Ds	 Did you tell MST about it?

Cs	 No.

Did yo tell VON WINICLBR about it?.
•

.CS	 NO". t never ate yON•WINHLER.

•

C:

Ds:
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Ds	 Did you tell KARL. '11./AS about it?

(This name had to be repeated and finally.ipelled for CC-2.
He dren a complete blank on the name and from all appearances
was Orleans in etating that he had neverheard this name or

.CIwn an individual bearing this name.* The question on HAAS
• 418s - buried in a: eerie of *panes in an effort to entrap CC-2
into 'admitting that he had discussed the lie detector subject
with HAAS.)

Did you tell your Fife about it?

•Nos but wry wife oinild ' have guessed that I had a difficult leek
when. I took the liar detector test.. )4y wife asked me what I had
been doing in that week and I merely told her that x. had been
engaged 'in a -difficult coherence. I made no referential to the

. tett:

Didjyruf ever talk about•the machine?

Cs	 No::	 •

Ds	 :Did :you tell anyorie in RCEINACJER's office about it? Or anyone
in ;LAW s:Offider : 	-

'(CC72 -thonght about both of these questione before replying
. the negative.)

	Ds	 ::Or".NNREINITI:EN1LUS?

	

Cs	 • Nos% Ssie not acquainted, With RRAP.1 • 	. 	 -

	

. • Ds	 Are 'you . quite sure that yonnnever mentioned Anything to anyone ehont:
the machine.?	 •

I . never litntiOned . akethlig.. to saztoae about,. the machine.	 .

 a nioment 'six& added '•	 .qe:lts
.	 .

:11004eible.,)	
: ., •

•

	

Di •	 Toe <Mit t talk in your Sleep?• •	 :
- (iiughi) I donStion70.

• •

	

DS .	And yOu lay that you haven't 'teen 'TARRY MABT in a half.. eyetr? .

Tee.
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D:	 Would you please review the history of your relationship with
MAST?

C	 There really isn't any history. I became acquainted with MAST
through HOBITL, and I believe it was at Bad Ischl or Bad Anesee
in a cafe. Then I met MAST once or twice in a train when we
traveled to Auasee in a train.

Ds	 By accident?

Cs	 Tee, by accident. MY connections with MAST were merely super-
ficial.

Ds	 Is that the entire extent of your relations with MAST? 7

C : 	 Tee. I only saw him three or four times, but I had the iimpression
he was a man who boasted that he knew more than he actually did, and
X don't care for such people.

Ds	 Why ad ROM, introduce . you to MAST?

‘ .ot	 I'hed an appointment to meet METE. to disictule 	article:Ithat
was to be published, and when I arrived at the cafe kat	 Meated
at a table reserved for MEWL.

Ds . So it was an intentional meeting arranged by kers.?

I don't' know. I don't believe it was because MAST left the table
after a short time.

.Di	 zeo; but don't you see? Ion had arranged a meeting With HOMit.,
at :	 Ion core . to the cafe and HOETTL has a table reserVed.
}frt. MAST is sitting at the table'. Mr. MAST is a friend of
Didn't it appear to you that That was a staged meeting, that

• /ICBM wanted you to iseet MAST? .

It Might have been poesible.

What did you talk about on that occasion?.	 •	 .	 •
(Thinks about this one for .a	 . Oh, the political situation. .
and a*T'e

.	 .

frienda.,..regarding HOETTL publishing house, and
::.lhe. :reeeipte-froairoyaltdee lhey -vera net intelligeneaxatteZr..

.2indoü the other oceasions ..yoti ..merely chanced t,e. meet MAST'. .. the .
train?.
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Cs	 Tea.

	

In	 And he MRS going to i.e HOETTi. at the same ties that you were?
•

	

CI	 I don't know. I vas going tiimisit my family and•Idon f t know whereM$Tvgoii.

	

Di	 Did be imam anything about his deatinatien to . you'.

	

CI	 NO. 1: vallomitAdvANeh the train, Imes looking for a seat, and I	 -
sotisedINST sitting in one of the trains and I -Sit down beeide
him Ulan for a few minutes'.

	

CM	 Bet you never discussed any intelligence matters on these ocensions?..

	

. Os	 CO. Minas then concerned over HOETTL i e loafers because he.
timaght that HCM/L might !bid himself in difficulty with the	 .
/NAM/napalm because of his intelligence -activity. I-told
CABT that there vas nothing to worry about Mince this. activity
Imon't asmdzit the Austrian or Aierican interests, endMt:dropped-.	 .

•

the sehdect.

De	 that is the essence of one of the lconye,rsitione7

C4 Yew.

Es	 Ose yew. recall what the essence of. be othersvonmeriatien...441,..:.

C.	 lb. Ilhiuks about this for a while.)

CM	 Did. you say that you knew TkOiMALBART or.V.WiI0ZudiAni.t.4nqui
hdmt

C.	 Iham, =mar seen Ida. I received * telephene'nellime fron Ida
vhia I report:64'10 ciags,intart..	

.
.	 ..	 ..	 .

DI	 Vas thelin,relitdonsiiii,tommeneymatteri v : • • :

•

CO	 lbs.

CM	 MO lastimoney ea:Change Mett4eR

Co	 Tee, UDC's.

Mb	 And Whit gime you the money?	 -

Cs	 MO. I sent * messenger to his and in this *my Iieceived the
Gammen marks. . I had no interest Wheedle acquainted-With him..

1

•.•

SiCi14.7
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	D:	 ' Did you ever tell GROS8E111.N that IITILLI vas trying to find out
about your connection with the Americans? -

• Cs	 Yes: I repeatedly told him. From the beginning I discsmiecUthebe
matters with him, and twice HOETTL &eked Me to greet ORCNNIBINN.•

	

Ds	 Twice he asked you to greet GROSSIAIIN?

Ci : : Yee and Ones he asked me- if believed that he and tilt0:33/3/14
•:csitiil.sl'enter into en agreenent of neutrality .(sio)•

	

Ds	 Did he feel that CROSSFAIIN was an enemy of his or was engtt With
'him?

•
••••••-e.•	Cs	 No: CiRO6SBAIN1 did not approve of him end he wouldn't take up

contact with him.
•

	

DI	 14i1 you tell !ICBM that? Did you tell him thattillOSNENRY had no
interest in easing him?

	

.Ci	 No: NCItifL realised this fres the fact that -I never brOught.
the subject.

	

Di	
•	 "

Yesterday you mentioned that HOW& did not anal:eat - that you aoci
GROONNIEN were collaborating.

Zee
.	 :•	 •.::::.	 •	 .	 .	 .

* Ds . . . • NOV'',.. "down I t • It • beeisi -strange that you .could -belie le thit and. Yet -:
• • .sti_11: not"realise . after nem. had asked you four - or . five times - •:-

	

.	 - • • about•11110313AHNehat • CROSOBUIll mai doing end so fcrrth-'-' thit ...
• MKTG might have su3pected4on worked together? 	 .	 .• .	 •

.	 .	 .	 .
CS	 RONTEL knew that CIRCSSEARN.- and i . were acquainted end he •kneir .that:'-. .

•GROSNalllirlived • im the *eine town, at Aliaraniter, end ttssissfere.::......:- • .
.. .heythipPoled that I met . 0083BANil t:iiei time to time, . but leiliever.:.' -

said anything directly ehOsit sfy collaboration ; in intelliteniMilittteri.,
	il:.:..............	 .,	 .	 .. with 34143311401 * -	 — - . . .	 .	 •	 .	 .• ••,	 ..	 •.•	 •	 ...•	 .	 •	 •	 " •	 . -	 •	 .	 •.	 .	 .

.. Ds . 'pit yet he inspected that you *Worked for the Americana? •.	 .
• -	 ••

,Ci •	 . Yets- ■	
.
• .	 •

int Yon believe' that he Was pretty sure in his -Own 'mind about,.

	

. that?.	 .	 .

Tee.
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D:	 Ion mentioned yesterday that HOETTL asked you several times, or
indicated to you, that he knew that you were working for the
Americans, and you didn't answer him directly, which could have
given WILLI reason to believe that what he suspected was true.

Cs	 Tee.

Ds	 On the other hand, WILLI indicated to you that he knew that
GROSSBIHN vas in touch with the Americana?

- Cs	 Tea.

	

Ds	 He knew that you tsro were acquainted. Don't you think that he
is a clever enough man to have deduced that you worked together?

	

. "Cs	 It's possible—probably he did.

	

D:	 What is your opinion?

C My opinion is that he probably knew it—not merely &seemed it-
butI believe : that he didn't learn this from se and -believe
it net fres:L.:hat BOHM said but from the fact that IflET no
dcinbt had been infosited Of our relationship by about the
ma I organisation and :about ay coilabotition with GROHSHIHN for
this group.

Tou.feel thatitELLI blew that yob. and OHOHABAHHhad worlosd
gather at one time.inintelligenisimatters4aallad leaned this
not from anything 'Chi* you had said bet eolething whir* camn,fron •
Mika or =Ea. •	 •

More probably from HUM, becauSe METZ and MOM are still on
; friendly terns and they had Collaborated during the Haat era.•...„,

	

Ds	 Did EMIL ever ask you ha =eh money you were isaidne

	

Cs	 Ito. I never told him that 14 financial condition was nether gond.
Cas the Contrary, he believed that sy financial condition was VOOr.

	Ds	 Ion think he retp.ly believed. that?

	

Cs	 Tee.: I don't think that WI= was informed on the extent of	 .
collaboration with the Americans and with GROSSBAHN. He believed,
I •assume, that I was on3Y an unimportant colleberater.
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D:	 Do you think that he could have believed that these trasmarise •which
you were handing over to him were baited on work Which you Were doing

. for the.laeriosna?
./

et	 • No. I an sure that these. reports were -.harmless.

D:.	 'And.qet HILL/ ccataidered than very good?
•-

'CI	 ?hat could be so, because they teeth biased an information Match I
gathered from my own . political friends and. from rq special iledge
of Austrian political matters, .but the • ameariele cauld be published.
in any paper.

When you talk about .political friends, whom cia you rein? •

Cs	 PROFESSOR m4pR, RIMS, SCITOLMBISIBR, 1NWJUL (p on)

ANTON nr.uca?

• Os	 FELLNIIR wasn't a political friend of mine; FELLHEIR was 	 collabo,
letó*.

' Thu never used any of FELLNER t s Material in reports to HOBTTL?

• No:

.Row abOut GIATZ/0?

Cs	 I mere* Met GIATisa.

Dv	 ilow. about the information received from him? Wald that have been
incotaatrated in the monthly pOlitical aummariel?

NO.

. What other friends do you reartiaber who were the .aourcee for in-
formation vhich...tent into your political artumentee?

spopaings, gms ., PB/EMIDORF/21 	

:Do • -Did yen- introduce HOHTTL tO•ICIAIIS?

Ct	 /es; / tried to support HOHT'I'L l s request for ambeety.

•Do • And was that succeesful?

•Ct:	tee. MAUS and (NOW were the political sponsors of the lot.
WORM (phon) was the organiser of the petition.

- 37 - -
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SECURITY INFORMATION

Ds	 What does MMIBBER do for a living?

3I	 Be wyrks in Vienna.

Ds	 I juat thought of another interesting name. Iou had spoken about.
thin TARAS EORODLJEWTOZ. In looking through a file I came *cress	 .•
an interesting reference. Did you know that BORODAJKWYCZ had
been in touch with a PROFESSOR LEO STERN?

	

. Cs	 Tee, I reported this information to OROSSBAHN.

	

Da	 Do you know who PROFESSOR STERN is?

Vs • Tea, I reported.it.

	

Ds	 That be had been a lieutenant colonel in the SOviet Arwe

• Os	 Tee, I know it.

Di , Didn!t.thatMake BlibODAJNEVIDE suspect in your

Os. • Vb yes, it made him suspect ins0..eyee.

• What'imyour opinion aUBINNLAJEENICZ now?

	

.0	 I:believe that.ke-haelSetbie Connection to the RUesians.-becanse,
• he isme'longerMolding4 eiholsrehip which had been granted by ,

thelbeiians to-hie-and-under which he conducted researohAnthe',.
- etete'erchiies filen about ' Andtro;SOvist diplonatfc correepondenee

• prior telloildirer U.	 .
• ,	 .

• Didn ot- it seem atzsage to you that the Sovietswould give 4.scholgr:
- chip tea nen like. BORODIALEWITZ, Who is a refugee fromthe Soviet'

• Union?
• •	 •	 •	 •	 •

.0 ' Be i.e not a refugee from the Scmiet . Union. His father had been
arnatiye of'- the Ukmaneendhed.been an Auetrian official. and later
served with the German :civilian affairs adeiniatration*of the

-Ceipatho;lnamine Whin this territory had been cOngnered by the .

	

.	 :Germans.

	

Di	 Andwhat.is BCONOIEWIDZ I e history during the war?

	

. ta	 lie was a professor of modern history at Pregue4:

	

.b;	 lihere does he /ills hos/•

JA>itidliksiMtiodiatig

;
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*GOTT INFORMATION

C:	 In Vienna.

D:	 and he is supposed to hove had a scholarship. W's that scholar
shiP.from• the Russians? Did he receive it through PRIFESSOR
STERN? •

••
C: No, by way of PROFESSOR EEKARD WINTER. WINTER is an old friend

of his. WIN= is a professor of .ohnroh and Eastern Slovene
history. WIli	 rTER • afaso,beftintzlby STERN and so he arranged the .
connection between 

toRoDA j	
and STERN. WINTER was the

intermediary. BORODAJKIWYCZ never made any secret of this connection
to the Russians. There are other professors who also received
Russian scholarships—for instance, BRUNNER (phon).

D: What department is be in? The history department?

Cs Tee. Re is a former Nasi.. He was fired from the university in •
191:5 and then wad rehired,. and while he was unemployed . he probably
accepted the scholarship from the Russians.

D:	 Are there crizr others that you can remember?

CI	 No. I remember only the two names EORODUKEWICZ and *IONNI01..

D:	 Ton reported those to CROSSBOW 	 •

Cs	 Ch yes, I believe in 1950. I think that for the 'past tip yesr. a.
.1)3R01UEEWICZ no longer has a connection to the Russians.

D:	 Ton .think that you can do business with the Russians and then,-
while you're living in :Pienna, just s'y that you're thilahed with

• them? Do yOu think that is possible?

-Cr. • (looks doubtful)

• Di	 ' Ton know what . i Russian scholarship amounts to, dai tt you?

•: Cs.	 (no response).
••

'Dr	 When you receive a scholarship from the . Rusthians You .sign up to do
some intelligeike work for them.

Ci	 That was Tror suspicion.

Ton suspected then that MOD‘TERWICZ vu' engaged in intelligence
-work . for the Russians?

• Cs	 Yee.	 .



§tCtiRiT

Di	 And you think that he has stopped that? Do you really believe
that?

Cs	 Tee.

Dr	 You're a smart man, you know.

C:	 It's difficult to ay. I have seen him a number of times in the
past few years.

DI	 Were did you see bin, in Vienna?

C:	 No no, mostly in Salzburg, when was traveling from Salzburg to
• Germany, elaere hie main interest was to gain Membership in the new

East European Institute in Menial.

D:	 Re was interested in that?

Ci	
•

Tee- .beaded by JOZEF HANS KOCH—and he intend to beclowe a meMber
• of this institute, but he failed to be accepted.

Di	 liby did he fail? Could it have been political background?

• CZ	 Yes, but I was never informed on it.

Os	 Now often have you seen hist:in the last four rieral LeVe say in
the last two years, approximately..

C:	 Approximately eight or ten times.,
-	 Ds . And where did you usually XIStra

CS	 In .Salsburg restaurant or cafe.

.10	 And what did you talk about?

Os	 The political sitnation, mutual friends.

- 0:	 Did he ever ask you about GROSSBAHNV

Di	 Did he ever oak you about .HOETFL?

0: No, because he and EtETM:Maintain a correspondence ..relationship.
Es doegn iA, Imar anything ebint GROSSBAEN: I doubt whether he has
ever lietird-hte naze.

SECRET
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Di	 Did you ever prepare any statements for BORODAJKEWYCZ?

.C1	 No.	 •
•

D:	 Did he ever make any remarks indicating that he knew you were earning
money for doing work other than your overt journalistic activity?

Cs	 No. He believed that I was the Salzburg representative for .
HERDER.

Ds	 Can you remember how you happened to meet BORODLTIORTLCZ back in
1936 or 1937? Who. introduced you?

C: DORODAJICHWYCZ was formerly : a journalist student leader at the
University of Vienna, and he and I were interested in the same
student organisation. We oocanicaially participated in meetings

. together, so I laiew him from ny university days. For a while
ECROIXJAWYCZ was a member of my university lodge. He 'then changed
over to the history faculty.

When did you resume contact with him after the end of World War II?

CI.*	I saw. bin for the first time in 1947 when I vorked in Vienna as
editor of a meekly publication.

Ds	 What did you talk about?

Cl • • He asked me about sly job . in Vienna and other . personal matters.
. • .Aj that 171me I did not know that- -.H:RdiVICSWICZ was In contact with

. the Russians. I learned this later on.

Dv	 WhO informed you of that?

0:	 DR. 8I71IUL1I10184, co-editer of Wort mid Wahrheit, told rin that a
siunpicion sainted. He is eery Mi acquainted with a lens number
of people in Vienna and had heard of BORXILIIEW/pti s scholarship
and hit'conneotztons to PROFESSCR WARD MISR end maybe 'to •SISSIT •

Mnot . froia than on I tried to collect information on IXECIDLIKEWITZIo
'operations without 'having mach success.

••
Da"	 oMtried on his operations? 'You have mentioned that he was - work-

ing: at the. state archives. What other operations were there? • .

Ca •alionAnatircz.. is a very active individual. From morning to .evening

- 4.1 .•
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he has callers at hie home, and I was interested to know who these
people were, but I was unable to find out much about them.

D:	 Did SCHULMEISSR ask you to inform him on BORODAIKHWYCZ l e friends
and eicquaintencee?

Cs I don't underatied.

D:	 Why did you become interested in BORODAJWITICZ 'a contacts and
friends?

Cs	 Because I was then already working for CROSSBOW. I learned much
'Unit B:1110Dialtil/CZ . and his activity from the 'reports which came:

•from the WOPCHBPSM, (yawn) group. daiMpifigie reports on BORODL-
MI= came to CROSSBOW and they were collected in . at file.

D:	 Doeen I t it strike You as odd that a man like BORODiJHRWICZ, who
was in touch with the Soviete, wasn't trying to find out what you .
were doing for the Americans?

Cs He never 'endeavored to find out He asked me what . my Job was and
I gave hie the usual cover story. He did not insist On any ea- .
planation. Maybe because we were good friends I .suppose that be

• did not tell the Rue:dans about me.

Ds	 And he knew that you were a friend Of HOETtle?

D: " Did 'Ham, ever say anything about BORODAOCRWICZ?

C: . Be has mentioned that he has received letters from DpRomonraiti
and BOROBLIBZWICZ mentioned that he has received letters from
giftra•
To your knowledge -do they visit 'each other?

Cs	 .07es, I'm .sure that BORODWERWICZ visits HCSTTI. once or .twice
1.year. I have -reported information on BORODiJKOIROPI: contact
Ath Man to:CROSSBOW. 	 •	 1 •	 :

timer that. len Jut trying to get the pictare clear .31 0011

pa you remember the namee of any other of the articles you wrote
HOEITL. Ion mentioned the Carcsamaza • article.

.	 '
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'.0h.yes I. can remeitber--not all, but the prinCipal;ozies:
Commits t• partisan • Organisation; in the .Totes • '041b.trge,..: there . were
several articles on that; • article' on What the, forcer: Nazi .•
leading figures are doing now; an article on a 'formar eriployee -
of SCIIA1311 (phon); . -on the discovery of HITLER: l a secret archives
,(Noloi had given this infozwiritiOn_to'Ham); an 'article
•the .last photograph of . 11ITLER taken on ',the. ocCapioit:'of•his

•••hirthday; an article on MUSSOLINI' a diary...

Pa	 'And what did you receive for those articles?
•

, ...'HOETTL paid me different swim. I said', yesterday about 600
selti11 inge4 :I think it was .b.etween 300- and 800 so.hillinge. If
•art article :Oit which I worked wasn't peashed, be nevertheless •
•paid we 'for' my work:

•
Ion' said yesterday it Bright hate teen"even-a thoueand

Tea, it could have been even a thousand.

'Not more than that? Not taro thousand?

NO_ NOETTLi s -payments to. ma were ccubined Onia and usually in-
clpded 	 for 'u- share of the royalties for newspaper articles

_Whit* I wrote,.. and	 salary for the monthly PolitLeril suitearies.

10,:that.soisetiaes it could have been as inch as two thousand
• itchia.inge.for:the month on the basis of the fact that You were

getting Paid foi the three .• types. Of *irk? .‘

Tee.

Were those ."etchillieger sent: to you in cash, or did you hays to
gO:to the b'' and draw the limner/•

.Ct	 .; they were sent to eie inoash.
•

 I hope you don ut. mind that I rertiew.ey notesj . otheralael 1'41

	

have questions -after you have	 	 We want to help you In this
• regard. • tina clear up *ea questions. Tnicidentsily,. when are you
going IOU? : :

I should• leave on Sunday to confer with the editor intehief and
therefore I mat leave *on EtattirdaY.

' 8 day morning?

• .,7;14NET.

•



Cs	 Tee.

Dt Who else was he interested in? Other intelligence psrsChali.tisel

•

Tea:

When do you think you will be coining back here?

The Middle Of March.

March? ,

fesi,.. so if you want I can visit you then.

I would appreciate that if there are scum Other questions
eine up .:‘ .Ion oll be in touch with GROSPIABli? Do you Inini joist:" ..

: itddreae?	 • '

DEISMAMO -HAUS, EDW.,

It 'in a hotel?

No, it is the .office building:- .	 ,
If You Would be so kind and wate tO .OROSSIMffii, we could et for:

, na.;06 two hours if there is any. reason to I hope we can cower
eliorything this tine. Is your wife going With you acni?

	

:c:	 itr: Wife will join se in Msy.

	

Ds	

f

As late as that%

	

" O :	It *Sni t be possible to find a home.liefOre then. :.	 :
ps	 :DU. HO* evef, ask you 'abent .,:ether people who '•might work fOr the; ' •

asie4 people who did 1440.1.1099_eirekit*	 ,
••• :cn OrginiiintiOn:4ici for 'Other organikaticlie z. but he ..neier"asmed

as shout.PeOPle who work for *940ericiOse
. •	 -.. :

."Da	 Vint: elnYon:aesii, for his own :organisation?

Os : *kit; and other . .agents who *or*" for *OIL enn.,ParOOSS54;,	 .

Ds•:	 he Usk you *boat O4NAVii? 	 "

•

,

• •	 •

•
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Cs	 He asked me if I could give him izifoimation on CLHAVAL, WINKLER,
BGUS, &WIER-KLATT, PAHENDORFSEt. I think that H(2T'TL woe well
informed on the persons -AO are working for the Americans in
Austria.

D:	 How about people who work for the litltie.h? or for the French?

C: He never asked me about them.

D: Or the Soviets?

Cs	 No no, except EMS.

I):	 Did he ever mention to you that BiRODAJNWITCZ WWI connected with -
the Soviets?

HONDA mentioned once or tei.ce that B3HODUKONICZ was suspected
- of working for the Soviets and that ICHODLINEWICZ had been in

touch with IN 	 and EFDDIN. He cud not like this •re14itional214),,,
but on the other hand he was :willing to overlook it because
scapplaappaz was an cold friend.

 He never tried to find out fron you who was working for-CIC?

C:	 He never seemed to be interested in theme things,: a1443. mareover,
-he .hiaself had worked for CIC and he probably knew Oft:: a lot,
about CIC emploYeee.

DI	 Can you remember approximately when you met HARRY MAST? . •

Cs: .	Dr the dcile of l952••
D3	 And then you met him twime . on the train after that, end.liaNe not

seen him now for hew long? . .

. i

;''......	 :

.7.:•••:....: . -	
Cs	 Ofi, 'lei*. months.

.	 ..	 ,.,.	 '--	
.

-• "Z-.: •...	 I:of	 .. Ion never wrote to hiiii:'at all?	 .,	 .	 .
.0i . •	 He ....	 ' : T	 .	 .	 ' 

....1*. :::	 tai sat as t"ciiii;ti: you don It-_,.4-tke the 	 of,f. 'ilin:thai NAPT..-ii".

'. ....10;	 MAST is .a mockOloili.	 •

A.f

D. 	 don't knOw that . WOi'd. What dOee it mean?

- 41-
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Os	 A son who talks too mach and has too much imaginatión;'not-.t.he
reliable individual; Ofake. He l s. an old intelligence man. Maybe
a good technician, but I Would never collaborate eith

Di	 DidEOBITE ever introduce you or arrange for you tOmest any
.	 .

other pool:Onetime:you knew or suspected to be intelligence pe$
eonalities like MAST?

Os .No.	 Owe I bad an appointment to meet HOETTL inad.Salsburgoefe
end MMus seated at the table with HOETTL and We unidentified-

•
•

nen.	 I didn't speak to any of thd :others And HOETTL left his 	 . •

to come to 'dorsi was and speak with me.
.	 I

•
•

Ds	 Audible never told you eh° they were? Did be ever indicateithat
be vonldliim you to meet sciaeone here in Salzburg?	 •

Os	 NO. Onto, or three occasions be phoned me when howea
Balsturg and asked me to meet with him.	 •

•

EN	 Mb, Inman did he ever went you to sect anyone? 	 • ... - •

Os .	 Tee, be vent:due to miet'ALHEET for the moneyAmmnsectiOniont .47 -
(Unit de se.

•Di	 That is theonly case?	 •

Os	 I didk e tiont to meet ALBERT because I don't feel Comfertable'in
sea oespenr.

•

DI	 Did you ever wrung. for *BM. to meet anyOnsomeept'in the
RIAU incident?

•

Os	 Net I can't regal anyone. .0b, I would like to twin regard:to . .
the previous question that once be introduced me to Moertain
Mt. NONINT IhiCHINEA (Oben) ataltworPeckleisn. I-adWt.knowthat.

alrostly gas acquainted with KATOSINEL tram the (Weight* I 1.
worked in ihelorsign Office. ELTGRINEL:had then 'been subordlisate
teen. Is subsequently received the post of Voltural'AttoehOlit	 •
Zagreb. ARAORINAhis sn expert in searching for:.011. :I thought.
that INTORINAb Could newts exploited to IMPRI.T.taforUatiOn* -
Ziaterdtirt oil fields. .I reported :this to GROSSMAN and It

esesidee later and sounded him out tO find Out if be
von prepued to give as infOrmation. GROSSEEN Wasn't williUg
to 	 es develop this *outlet vith.D.TORIREL.beeense of his
eatillphitsrthat ELI:CHINE/ was already working for HOETTL.
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.Ds	 And it looked as if HOETTL was trying to feed you one of his men? .

Ct	 Yee.
.	 .

DI	 You reported that to OBOSSINIHN?

*Cs .	 Uh Yea. Immediately and verbally.:

'Ds . Are .there arry other instances • of that sort?

Cs	 No

.• Was thi.e si - 4Oluntary proposition on ROM I G part? How did the
Web:lett osie up?

HOST% did.not'offer me the man but on my own initiative I thought
'that .we ifould Use him because : we needed information 	 -Zieterclorf -
and I. *ought:that KAMM= could deliver us the inforilation -
we waited bet eheat:.ORDOSHAHN and I reconeiciered the nee of	 .
HaYczotHAsse deCided that :because. of ICITOHINICl i a„connections With
HOETTL HAIVHINtkuesn i t the right. van for us; endue dropped the 	 .-
matter.

•
:po•Hotni.• adu lt Offer the van to yOu7

Ci. 	 No.

. • 'What .sias the reason for introducing you to.EiTCHCHICL?

Cs	 I.:think it was Just a .. coincidence: HATCHINIA vet vatting at the
.	 • • etatiOn . itANateenchbiyaildiere Earn. and z.veit..alao.waiting

• to 'take a* twain and therefore the meeting could hale been .folly 	'	 •
acCidental. •

Di	

.	 .
• .	 .

On the other bands did you ever introduce anyone to HOETTL1-

:Cs	 No, exoept in the .4Ail8.came.

• ..1):	 hat is the only case?.

Cs	 See.
•	 1

Da . .	 As n revolt of your dealings in currency for ii0ETIL, bate anions
ever, tried to blackmail you in that regard?

Cs	 No.

Di	 Has anyone frier tried to blaclasail you because they suspected or
knew that you worked for the Avericenst.	 •



'
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,

•

Ci	 No.

• 15:	 To nee pressure on you? •

.C:	 No.	 .

'1):	 Have you ever discussed with pg. SCHULMEISTER anything about your
relationships with the Apericans?.

Cs	
-	 •

Tea, but to ser"disouseeda is an overstatement. I once dieouseed,:•
employment with 'hin.and he wanted to know if had another. posi-
tionlmodditdon to ray job withlhoHerder .pUiaiehi ee ecapany.

• , T laid that T had sem:thing to do'. with the Americana betI did .
• not40Y • that itwas intelligence.

Di	 You told him that you had something b., do with the Americaist.
Did he ask you what it vas?

No, he didn't ask.

1):	 Do you thinkhe could have suspected what you were doing?

C:	 Tee.

-.De Would have suspected that you were engaged in that-teyp of
• 'workl

Cs*	 ,ImeVer admittieit and he never forced the matter.

• Di 'Did he jiust sa you that one time Or several 'time

C2	 .2gioe--at the beginning of 19$1 or 1950..	 eloncidne ego.

D:	 low about the journalist *int Do you knew e journeliit named
*OW

Cs	 Yes. Prior to the-COMSHAHN reorganisation we reoeiyed regular
press resumes from WM&

•
' Di	 And he knew about your relationship to (12068DAHN?'

CI	 "Tee. MMUTHE had been introduded to me tif CCHURiCiSiCa. Ives
looking for a qualified man and I aebed SCHDIAHCEMBR to rdoopmend
iinione to me.

DI	 How' about DR. MID NADU?

.SECIET'
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0:	 He is a close friend of mine and the secretary-general of
Catholic Action.

	

DI	 Did .he know about your work?

C: I don't know, but if he did learn of wy contact it must have been
through SGSUI2CIS1SR.

D: He could possibly know?

He could, possibly.

	

, D:	 And hew about DR. PHILIP NEIZIER?
/.

• • Cs	 tils the friend of IR. .FIELLIZSR. I never. saw METZIZR personally,
but he worked for us for a few months and gave us rePorte on
Conennitat activity, but GROSBEAKS had the imPressicif that his re-
ports mere not always true.

HOW abont Ism . HAscHROVER?

	Cs	 He is a former law professor in Prague. In Prague he was a oin-
fident- of KARL HERMANN FRANI, the German achdnistrator, and at
the end Of the liar amalgams was arrested and interned here in
Sillbirg. 122011 when he was released he engaged in local politics
and participated in the OIERSEISS meeting. Nov CROSSBARS has

• told ago hi his taken up comnictione with 0111RI3NDER (inn) and 18
• in his, ciganinition. I know abOut this connection to ONNUANDER

• because he once invited no to meet that man who at that time had
deOlined an opportinity to emigrate to the Argentine, but I re-

• !need his offer. BASCHHOPIIR had a contact in Bonn last year end
he is .also interested in the Bait laropeen Itistitute which I vein-
tioned to you in regard to BORODAJIGNIEZ.

	

D:	 Ie he a member of that institute?

	

Cs	 Yes-
t 

I presume that he is the one who hindered BCRODAJNEWICZ4
achi ssion.

	

Ds	 Where did you see itsceRarya Lust?

Ibont three weeks ego here in Salzburg.

	

D:	 Whit was he doing here?

	

Cs	 He 'came here allegedly only to speak to me. If it is this I don't
know.

	

D:	 Is he an inquisitive individual?

— —
MET
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:•..	 •	 •	 .•	 •	 . 	 ..•	 "	 •
• •,

D,

•

-

Ce .	 No. I am sure that . he has no idea that.,I ma working fOr the . . • •
American intelligence.

D:	 You are quite positive of that?

Ci	 Yes.
•

Ds Do you have any idea at all who could have rePOrted to HOSTIG
Oa your activity , with GRONSBANN? That is $thy . I im bringing up
all your friends and acquainteaces--to see which one it might
have been.

	

C: -	Only MODEL.	 ,

	

, p:	 Bat this report is a recent .happening. It iii.du t t happen two or
three years ago. .It took place within the last half year.

Who is there that you know and that WILLI knows who could have . , •
told WILLY some factual details Of your :work for the Americana?.	 .
Factual details?

' Yes. We limos that for a fact.

(Ns mulls this over in his mind for ease 'secede.)

You understand what I mean?

Tee yes.

Di	 It'e. correct information; it was (shocked out. Thetis
„	 • trying to get at, you see: You say you didn't tell

cz	 Tee.•

Di	 Who could there have been who knew some of Ike things that you
Were doing end could have tad hie?

•
.Cs	 (Makes no reply.)	 .

'Ds 	 It must have been five someone who knew that you were world* -ter
. the Americans •end Sloe who knew approximate]; how with statery
. were getting from RCIVITL -for this politieal information.	 .

•(There is a long pause while CC-2 thinks this over for a couple
of Minutes.).

-50 -
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'	 "irIN

'It.4ouldn't be AMER-or WOH1KG ..—they-knew of your relationship. •

to the : Americans AA it fainted some time ago. '1 mn referring-to
recent :information. •

(Another long:pause.)

:•	 :Can:yOu think Of anybody at all who could have revealed nome-of-
it**, details to WILLI? You see, we. know that GE/ISSBAHN'and
if/LLI have no contact whatsoever. The third persOn 412 the complex
is yourself. We know that WILLI knows acme of the details—not
too many—but enough; so that he knew of your reeentrelstione
with the Americans. He couldn't have concocted this information
in hie head; he couldn't have iniented it.- The perton Fho is
reporting made several statements... Each One was check outand
found to be true.	 .

(CC-2 appeared to pick his brain in an effort to discover some -
acquaintance who could have acted .a an inforMant for-WtETTL.)

Do you have any good personal. friends ihoMytmlakmintoytiej
..ccOfidencet

-NO'4.-..rhave . Only had discussions eith:FSLLNER,-bUt:FELLMBH has no
- -direct connection with HOBITL.

IsFELLNER • the:only one Whom you !talked tOtboUtyour official -
'contact? •

.. - Arukaitpolloasian contacts..

.'What contacts?

0%;ffiphon), MOLNAR (phOn). I contacted then a 'couple of .months
ago bat I did not talk to them about this waiter.-

(Another long-pause while 00-2 deliteratee.)
•

M.:pm-Gai t think of anyone? Well did you tell FULMER abuOt this
lie detector lest?.

Zdidn'thave to tell him about it because he took the test

• ?fell, now, you didn't mention that to ne'tefOre. Is there anyone .
else? TO whams-lee could you have mentioned it? You say you
didn't tell yourwife what had titian place but you told her that

— 51',
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you had a difficult conference. .

107.utfe. probably has no idea that a lie detector exists.

DI	 Who else is there in the . same category with whom you might have
discussed the matter?:

I discussed the matter that a lie detector existed in general
terms bat not in :reference to Myself-with SOIROMEISTER,..bdt without *
going into any details wino reference to my own experience. ,

ram just as interested ininstanceilike that if you ever
disenase.dtheit'eubjeCOn:a general way. In the past six:Monthe
with,vhma-didyOU discuss the subject?.

With saniimMta, with Fth.116/:•..

ire you sure you didn't discuss it in general termeeith-HOETTP.

.61 .-	 In geheralterms, maybe.

*De: .	 After'alI, you met HOETTL 'quite often and You,mnst have. discussed
. a few things beeidee the political etsmarieis-, 	.

political sOmmaries, they were nothing secret. .1 discussed *
this matter in general terms with HOETT6. who said that . he tuul'ex- .
perience with the lie detector at the Limbach CIO.

Was HOlitTL i participant himself in . a lie detector test/

CI	 Tea). at the headipartere of'thiefircup in Lambach , the CIC.nsedennh
-a machine.

Di	 So be knew aboui . the machine? Coed be describe it?

(Ohrugs his-ehonldsre, indicating that HOSTIG could do po.) .

lbs souldAsecrits this machine . (-Pointing to One that vas in a -
'	 • career of the' room) just trek leaking at it.

I..don't-think so. 1 :am so untedhnical minded that I couldn't -
6?!10.4.:the.. Ria04.28 . iz ..4a1;. Yeare
Eit:iou cod& descrite'the proeednre involved musing the machine
—bon the several pieces of equipment are attsCheCtO your bocy2 .

js0
airi VIDA gliTi%
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Cz	 Tee, I could do that.

	'Di	 And HOSTIL could do that, couldn't he?

	

Ct	 $o...;-it's impossible.

.	Di	 libatle impossible?

	

, Cs	 That I have told about the machine and the questions that were
asked me.

DI	 Ism not talking about the questions; T just wantto ow because -
that will, ts a big help in clearing up the matter, you see.. I
just want tO know it you can recall discussing the sabjeet .:Of -
the lis deteotorwithout.going into ' any details .onyourown
variance. /Oa have remembered that' you have discussed it With.:
SCHUlMEMSTKR once and with FELLNER One time.	 •

• Di . 	lemenst.have diaouseed it with him atsomatims beceeemyou.
knew thatliOSTMeasit a lie detector at iambsch.. How-long ago

•vii* that?	 . •
,
JiAtoriugust of list year.

Ds	 You dOas t remember the circumstances?

Ot	 Itm.quite. sure that I did not mention at the time that I was stub-.
jected tOs'test.

„Ono could have concluded that. .Do you think that WI= knows you
well. . enough eo that be can read froi your facialsiptessions.the
;mitts. to acme of 	 questions? For instance, in the case Of
bis-querieste you about, your work for thelmsricans,-YOu never
e.tvresslY admitted that you did ea, but on the Other timid you •
acknowladgsd that he could have deduced this frra Your reactions

'to his questions.

'thinthis possibility.

don't Say thati. I'm net holding you responsible for that.
Whit I'm trying to get at is the truth in thie whole thing,. yOn
see.- I want' to find out the facts and the 'truth, that's ail.:

The fitatan spirit is not designed to tell the nntrde..

-53-
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. Did ha identify to Ton , Coxsrcee and .repcirteHend did-he . 'give -you '	.:..;;:-.1.'...',r;:. 	deteili-on what-he wee dOing? i 	 .	 .	 .

	

.	 •••	 ...	 .	 ,	 ...	 _ , ..	 ..	 .	 ••-
:	 Ho because . 1 already laws( all of . that - inforisation .-11.4. Oar -rePorte.

	':'.),......'..:.':. :	 uhiCh Sari , then, being c011eeted by FELLIAKH. FEINER Sae - is Member 	 -

	

.	 .	 .

	

- • .	 of •theteibach-CIC headonartera .and I ..tranalatethis :reports into : .

	

-''...::'-'.. '. ..	 . •	 Inittedi, and So. the , story. of HOHTIL 1 5 . 4ix;pariesine with, CIC' vaan 0 t -
new to-loe. One • tiMes . HosiTt comilained 'that hi was cnit of favor - .

	

;::::.*::.•••	 with the : local CIC . authorities . and . unforten. ately -found it.. impOesible
•to contact his old American friends: *the he .had allegedly loom .
•before •. Oen. Donovan end LUan.Dolles. He claimed that he knew
Allan ;ales is: twitserland. It appeared . to we . ..that •these islaima
were a little . Optiwistic or 'fantastic,: but I hatno it* of die-.
•claintng •theni, ad' I .believed them .: - I lap, not ;interned on this :. .:
aspect... • 	.:	 .	 -	 -	 ...	 ..	 .	 ."	 -...	 - .

	

.	 .	 .
..:1)*	 .Waii this Ali .1.949?...' ' 	 :	 .:.	 .. .

54 -..
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D3	 You think so?

C: It is very difficult to SO.

D: It is difficult to say: I.hope what you say is true.

	

CI	 I thick that 	 difficult for huMan beings to lie ' over •t•period

	

, of time.	 •	 . •

	

Ds	 Do you think so?

	

C:	 71933•

• .14 . You give human beings Credit for a -10t more than I do.,
event, it is conceivable or very Probable that yeti-did:discus*	 •
the subject in general terms . with HOHTTL. Now let's carry that

• one .point farther. ..40idLyen ever in general terms disousi	 .
American intelligence with HOETTL?.	 .

•

	

.Cs	 Th. general terms,. yes.
•

Vitt :'linop did your.. conversation follow?	 '	 .	 •	 :••

.	 .

	

:Cs	 •For-ineteuice HOMTL tOid sis about . his CID Operations in LanbaCh
• •	 •

...	 •	 •
- C*	 1950, and it wieritter his break with CIO. .He said that..bohoPed:
. 	 me he *Old be accepted by the Republican admi4istretion.

iii‘Do43.08 and others. For instance, I . -spoke with him an in-
telligenie matters and I cane to the conolision that:bs *veld



•
• .

.	 .	 '
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only work for Americans or a German organization that'. was under
AMericap sponsorship. HOETTL had once stated that 'Germady:-'.ilene
couldn'..t maks a, success of it because the Germans . did:not have

• enough • hinda it their dispOsal and secondly, because Germany -' •
Could not exist politically without American aUPPort . As !-av •--

• 'result, • german intelligence: is forded to Collaborate with 'the.
Americans. HOETTL's one preoccupation was that he .van'••nnable

. to find the right American contact. 	 . ..
.	 •	 •.	 .

	

•D:	 Who couldn't : find- the right contact?.	 ..	 .
• •

	C:	 Hann couldn't find. the Might cent:Lot with the AMsricano, end
I told You already that be had,tried to talk to OtOSSBAK4, about
intelligence matters and he thought that iiia paosstimi he monid

	

. 'be able to dolma in 'contact with more influential Ameridam'	 Y '' ' •
authorities. • Ted probably Idiom frovi.my reports of h48 con-
nections with the :BUNK 'organisation and that he was 'fired 117 -
ELM but be did not claim that the -ASerinans intervened to bring

	

.:	 about:. this act.	 , -	 .	 .	 .	 .
• .	 •	 •	

.	 . •	 •	 -	 - -.

	

.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .

: ps .. Whatmiads hie' think - that it could have been American . intervention?

	

..	 .	 .-
..pirommise he feels that the high!.ranling Ateridans are not his
enemies bet be believes that only the lower
end possibly- some individual personal encodes ..4114.-intrigded
against him bat that the Americans in general' are 41 potential

	

Di	 yen had discussed things along that line withHOETTZ?	 : •

	

_	 .	 .	 .

	•• 	 .

	

Os	 lee, epmng thie line.

	

Di	 And what was .7:our contribution to 'those discussions?

HY contribution? I did not contradict HOETTLbedante. his general-.	 .	 .

	

.	 views were -in many cases similar to my own and to tell you the
truth 1- believed that 'gag= donld be -amalaiated: in the 'AmariCan
1.04:114ince system, but I don't kcitat the background of .Horir,e•
/*the there are coolie things that I 6-004 kninr and I:011'0.00W

...abOut him.	 .
• • -

But You feel that be egad be a definite asset to the -Americans?

Cs	 lee, lindsilroper control, if he were assisted' by a steff'efficer-:	 •
_

• who hes the ability to differentiate between the true and the

•
•

' DI	 He is het capable Of doing • that himself?

•

7



Ct	 No, bit he certainly' is a good organizer and he can find"new. contacts . -
and find new sources and can be . a dynami.c worker.

D:	 And yol.i -think that You could Work Suocessfully with a man like
•HOETTL?	 . .	

. .

Cs	 No, I never could. • I•cafi ' work.with a man like GROSS. HAHN or another
man whois well disciplined and exact •and reliable and (*print. 1. • •

• •	 -
Di	 I can understand that, hat what makes you think that-WILLI has

soinething to offer to the Amiricans that is -of lepecial, Value? •
The fact that he can make new iiiiitacita? • , . 	 .•

	

.	 -
Os . • He can offer in any cane a large .icircie-of former collabOrators . • • • .. •

• who would be wiTh4ng to work with bin agaielhut :would not work for
anyone alai. .	 .

it you yourself have :hrought . ni"thelact that BARK! Man ie..a...Very
poor 1r:onions:UV. .• •'. • •..,•. '• •. ••: : ••

The c(iitO of BARRI' - .NAST is a special one MAST . was fired .by the
gicaip because of his connections with -HDETTL . ', and • WHIRL

te, hiia. • •.	 .	 .	 .

Who does HCIETTL have 14 . 144 .great circle " cf .:collie" tent. peOple:ubo:':,...
...,• . •. .iionld permit him to build up a Line team of ifithlligenCe.a.orkere?.*:

Who dOes he have? r dolvt.:uncAi his circle 	 Do you	 .

• .124i* ilDiODONE -ALERT:.1a...s.unh.a. good Ian? 	• 	 •

1 have no opiaion.on:ttitoporic.: .ALHERT becauie.1 don o.i keow him per.

	

',.' ..mOnally..but from :whet .Thave heart .t would jadge that he is es-	 .• •

" ***rt,..bat-iOt an'an intelligence officer in the field but
: • as 'a Man 'it the desk who CAW work* On	 information which

froin'SloWalcia, Hiingszy,. and -the Balkans. 	 **. • •	 •• .
• •	 ,

Who eilse 'does...he - have? You speak as thotigh .:theinizi Were now
and could be of seine . great. help • in our :struggle against the •
Solaste and . I ..am interested in thati.„*nertaiiilY;*.-and.my.:gomerinient•
is interested iii - lhatj'.1int on the surface I • canIt..ase whera' .110Xn." •-•
han.-thnse'layal . to,norkein:- . VON VDENELWII? • Is he such e* &Cd. slant: r • •

No	 He
., ... •	 ..	 .

s ip: not a . bad man::: He.' is • certainly..antiO1r,nnl jit • .
reliable • • :I -tiatt. itnoatianY" Or his* coLlnlioribirs;	 *.* • •*.	 ..	 .	 ..	 .
IS this jtint . an. lispression on your part?

.	 .	 .
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0:	 No, it is a conclusion.

D,:	 But it must be based upon fact, because you're an intelligent
man and you wouldn!t believe that this were true wiless you had
some reason. Did he ever sty that to you? Did he ever b311 you
that he had p3ople who would work with him again if they had the
chance?

NO. Be could never have -performed the operations- that he did for
the Nazis if he didn't have a circle of loyal and capable collabora-
tors.

But you must remember that was back ten .years ago and a lot has
taken place ell:6e then.-; *MS of the men May be dead;- 	 of them
May be in Soviet cuttodY; eome may be in Seel AMerint. Do you
see that?	 •

C : 	Tea, I see.

13:	 TOnindliretand what I mean?
•

Ye**
• '.110*:— I isy that ft& thie reason.

that one of his great weakneoses
judge orlineUn beinge. NoM
field captain—end that Is ;hit a
*iete:he can judge

0 .1	 ' 'Teir. 'What he needs is On assistant who Could do .thet.	 .• •

112	 If that Were the case, then you would give the jab to the aide,,
you wonl&'t give i.t to 1103rIV. : le the I:nal:ie.:3m world. you -*Olt
pit a manager Into a' factory and then give hit . : a eratche lean
who trillishold him up ltou hire the crotch and put hit in the jeb
and at; away with the : 102ager. Do you follow me?,

Yes, • bnt HON1411, it a dinallia. Vireo. He has many ideatr.'::.	 ,	 .—
Be , is a dynamic personalitY? * 	 .• •	 •

.	 ,
.	 .

0: : 	fee:

The greet problem then is channeling that energyto go In tim
right direction. You take a motor an * motorboat, for instancei
If you've get a rudder on the -.heat; you atop the boat and adjust •
the rudder north and the boat will north, but if you: Put
4100r. on a motorboat and you don't have a : rudder,. what happens?
*The : boat keeps going around in circles, .1.outt that true?

„,	 •
. • :›7 . • ..	 ' • • •.	 .:	 _	 .• :.	 -	 .,	 :-..	 •
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You yourself mentioned yesterday
is the tact that he is a poor

men can be a leader and a good'
*an in his position ha. to

:	 = ,

'
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C8	 I &e ft think so.

Di Nalli.you might PT that, but tell you how the pattern has
worked out. The InitematiOn that you gave him, these political
inurrial, vas some of the very test information he had, and .
thvt is the way it is regarded hy the people who ultimately re-
mould it. If sometime he does want you toctartwriting the
sans kind of thing in Germany for bin so that he can put it in
the hands of people, possibly in the Austrian government, 'oho

SECPE
'f"1111!

01	 It is the 404/arenas between the capitalist and the workers.
RON= has the capital and the workers should do the work.

D1	 Bet does he? That is what I (petition. Does he really hold the
capital?

•
Os	 It would really be interesting to investigate that matter.

lh That won't be necessary. Do you realise that the information that
you gave to BOUM in year political reports was WM of the best
information shish he had? Do you realise that?

Co	 (Limbs out loud.) No.

Ds	 It's true; I'm serious. Now you have your own question answered.
That information which you may was sosething that anybody could •
have gotten out of the newspapers and with scam knowledge of the
Anstrianweene could/um written was some of the very test in-
formation that NCO= was turning out, and you can believe that.'
That's the truth. 11:7 do you think he was giving you the 600
sebillings?

Cs	 I don't know.

EM	 I told you yestamVhqr that you were a specialist in year field
and that yen were good in your job.. We realise it and.DOSTTL._
maimed it. ay do you think that he is interested ilmaintain-
Lig a contact with yen in OarsmUy?

08	 Belmantedise to edit his newspaper reports.'

IM	 lby do yonAblek that he is interested in Your doing this editing
mark even thowekyloneill be in Germany? Nemo, ha probablY
bops, I think, that you will eventually get so mull acquainted
vith the Osman political scene that you will be able to give bin •
the seme kind of political summaries fromAermany that you formerly
prepared here inturtria and that be would.te able to sell here to
someone who is interested in the German political pdctire.
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don't }mow the Oerman scene and who would be impressed by your
work...

C: What do you advise?

D: By advice to you is to stay away from HOETTL. You will be well
off and I'll explain to you why. This is something . I'm telling
you in Zr -ndshi p; this Un it ow professional advice..

	

.. Cs	 Thank you.

	

D:	 Here's the thing. You are 'Amy fond of HOEITL and.I admire you
• for it. You're a good; loyal and 'avery true . friendto HOETIL.
You appreciate the fact that he -sailed yourlife and you are in-'
debted to him for that. That's a wonderful characteristic in a
man, and you should never' forget that HCETTL saved your life. -
But on the other hand, do not he blinded by this Obligation be-

:	 , •	
cause if you review HCETTL'ahistory in the eight years you will

• • 41,	 ,see that HOETTL has , gone downhill, downhill,.downhill. And here
are the facts. He was several tines employed by the Americans.

_They were dissatiefied with' him. Be was employed by the Germans.
They eventually became dissatisfied with him. Now . you can accept
his explanation of why they were dissatisfied if yomeish, but
one thing you =VI dew is that the West is fighting a desperate
battle with the•Eesti-mith the Soviets—and we iritI'pick up any
man we'san who will help, us defeat the Sovieter .ahYMan, no

• matter whit his Nazi record was. Feasibly not the worst ones--
the wareiteimals--bUt aMaMin HOETTL's category certainly would
te aceePtable to' the West. .He was acceptable at one time when he
Worted-for CIC; but be failed. Heltiled-to measure up to the
standards of . CIC and he failed to measure up to the standards of
his Gernanventacts. Nov I say that the man is washed up. He is
Mhatem,call a' uhcs-baelh.! /OIL have the hypeln the journalistic
field; 'you have a asulikho, writes . i perfectly good book or two or

• threMmoveIe and then begins to slip. It/lappets in every pro-.
fessien: engineering, iedicine; AnyFrofession you' canname. What
happens to this individual? He begins living in the past. He
begins living in fantasy.' He can't face the fact that he. is •
finished, that he is no longer a big-shot, that he no lenger has
troops to command, that he doesn't have sUberdinates who are there

. to be directed by him, and so fantasy enters the:piature. You see
the result of this in' the Oeiswinkler articles in the Totes • _

'AWXhipk .article; there. imthe evidence -right there. Whet has -
haPpened.to-this men who was once according to your' word a very

- IiheintelligenceMfficer? What has happened to him? . He has
gone down to the gutter of the gams; he has slipped right demi to

•

7!.
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the bottom of the ladder so that now he is writing articles based
upon fantasy and sekling them to the newspapers. It doesn't matter
whether he gets a thousand or two thousand schillings. Where is
his awn feeling about himself, about his reputation? When a man
begins to lose consideration for his own reputation then he is a
dangerous individual with whom to associate. You wOuldn i i do that.
Would you write an article with your byline, a fake article which
you bad taken from somebody else, and plagiarise it?

No.

	

D .:	 AU right, you wouldn't. You have too much respect far your name,
don's you, and for yOur professional standards, and that 'is a credit
to you: So what has happened to this friend of yours?

	

C:	 I don't know. Your description is very impressive and I accept your
advice.

-
I . don't want you to accept . it ;. just think about it. It's your
bueineis; he's your friend.

	

C:	 No no, I accept your advise as an official and a person:

	

• 04	 Thief personal advice based upon an objective ammehlrtion.

it what to do. about the 'editingof his new book? .

	

II:	 not talking about that.. You've entered into this agree-
lst eith him; it's up to you to settle the matter. I see no reason
why you Can't edit, his book and even if you want to, to continue .
preparing his articles for the paper, but I tell you this: that
.unless =tomes is wrong, WILL! Hamm is going to want you to do
sole intelligence work for him in Germany, and that is where
3n7W1I be getting into the danger zone. .

	

C:	 No. I assure you that I never intended to do any work for Bacm•
in Germany-and I will not do so.

What are you gang to do if he say's to you, Ilou-have .been working
for me for a year and'a half. I've paid you 600 echillings a month
fer these political reports. What do you think that I did with
the reports?. What will you say if he puts it up to . you in that
wey? . - Are 'You- going to sey like a schooiboy,,-"Well, I didn't know -•
that was political intelligence . that was just something that I
picked up from the newspaper and then I put myewnideat in and I
gave it to you." Do you think he will be satisfied with that?

-60-
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Cs	 I never estimated My work in that way. •

•D:	 He certainly estimated it that way. One thing that I .can't
understand: you're a good friend of HOETTL's and you did this
work for him even' without pay, you're a good friend of MOSSELAHN
and he helped you to make nice money and you had a good relation-
ship with him. I can't understand why you didn't tell GROSSBAHN
about your work for WILLI.

C:	 I admitted it was probably a fault of mine.'

Ds But you must' have had some reason for holding tack that informa-
tion.* Were you ashamed of your work for' HOETTL? Were you afraid
that GROSSBAHN Wouldn't approve?

C: No.. Babe IwaS afraid that GROSSHAHN would want an to discontinue
this activity.

Dt	 Why? Because GROSSBAHN might not think .you-werwgetting this
formation from the newspapers?

Cs	 . Nb. Necause . GROSSBAHN- would not appreciate- such close collaboration
with HOZOIL,.

•
D: I see. Wall, that sounds-plausible:1 can understand that. Bdt • :

you now think it was a mistake that you didn't tell GROSSBAHN?

Ct' . 	 Yes. You mnst see . mywituation between,GROSSBAHNWnd HOETTL.
• It was very . difficult-Itwas •diffiCtilt to be loyal to,GROSSBAHN

on the, one side and On the other aide to be loyal, .to HOETTL.

D:	 Where was your greatest' loyalty?

The only way Out was to out off the' connection with HOETTL.

Were You disturbed by' thia situation?' Did you lie awake at night .
because of' the fact that you Were giving this information and
GROSSUBlimumOt told about it, and on the other side you felt in-
debted•to WILLI and' felt that OROSSEAUmight•have Objected to the
close collaboration? Were you bothered 'by that at 3117- 1542 you
understand me? (In German) Did it bother yvarecnscience? 	 •_	 .	 .	 _	 . .

Cs	 Yes, naturally. It whs difficult for me to . spy on HOETTL and on
the other . hand•I felt it 'was my duty to report on my contacts. with
Harm to GRCSSBAHN. Considered that as' disloyal act to
HOETTL. •

INP. "-PTO!).
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'D:	 That bothered you?

Also it bothered me when I didn't report all that -I was doing 	 .
for HOETTL to GROSSBAHN.

D:	 This is the tile to clear it up. .Are'you sure:that you didn't
tell MEWL anything else about your 1;k:irk for GROSSBAHN?

C: I did not.

	

,D:	 Did you feel that your loyalty was stronger or greater to HOETTL
than to•GROSSIIHN?

No.. My loyalty to my Americans obligations was by far the stronger.'

D: But on the personal side, since you have known WILLI much longer
than GROSSBAHN andlOILI has saved your life and so forth, the
-personal feeling meet have been stronger to WILLI. 	 •	 -

:	 Yes, possibly.

_	 .

D:.	 trying to differentiate between the -personal and. the professional
here.

0' •

C:	 I have never considered this matter in detail. itf personal relations..„. .
• -with-GROSSBAHN are thoroughly agreeable and I never had' troubles

With him. I evull have accepted the opportunity to go to Germany
even thongh I-had not found myself in this situation:betweenifILLI
and =MAHN, but the opparbinity-whieh the new job presented.fcr

to get oat ad this impasse was an additional motive mwhichcon-.
:Tinted me to sever wy relations With gRQSSBABii,

Pm glad that you have mentioned it because I suspected that that
could 'have been the case.•

•

Cs. : 	 Yes, I see no reason for not cleating up these matters.

Est	 That's What we want to do, you see, and I think that it is way
good of you to be so honest and help us to understand this relation-

: ship which has been very cloudy to us.

Cs	 Yes, very bioudy, and even :a separation of two Years or three
years might enable us to work together - again, starting with a new
fotindation.

DI	 You said it would have to be as long as that?
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C: Maybe one year would be enough. The ease of HOETTL nevertheless
in depressing.

D: It depresses you because you would like to help him as a friend.

C:	 Yes, even though I admit you are right in your description of
him.

D: Look at the man now and the man as he was ten years ago when be
was dining with you at the Hotel Anion. He was a big shot. Be
was a ranking officer in the . Germanintelligence, a Man who was
respected and who did a good job. Then look , at the man today,
writing Geiswinkler articles forthe Salzburger Nachrichten.

C: It is a poor turn of events.

D: There's no question about it. And further than that, tying up'
with men like KERNMAYKR, tying up with men like MOT. You have
got to draw the line between loyalty and blind devotion you know.
You can't be eternally obligatedeven with a min like H6ETTL just
because he saved your life, Or you're going.to find yourself in
a,difficult situation. See what I mean?

C:	 Whet do yen advise we to do when I'm in Gezaany?

I):	 My adirice to you is to stay clear of any of that stuff and as
goon asjou smell it, keep your hands away. Say, "I'm net in-.
terested in	 never participated in for anybody; I never ...,-., •
worked for the Americans " etc. Because they could never have
access to our file and the facts. They 'can suspect all they
want,. and if they say, "Yee, we know from MANDEL that you did
this," or . "We know from this man that you did this," you can say,
"Are you taking my word against his? Where is the proof?" The
matter woad never be br6ught out in the open, so that you can
always deny your, past affiliation, but you've got to be strang.in
that' regard when you're in Germany. As soon as someone comes
along who wants you to write a political summary for Mr. X, who
is sitting up on the 'top of a mountain and wham you will never
meet, you know enough about the business now, you're a smart .man
to say, "Thanks very much, bet unless I know what this whole
proposition is, unless I, see my articles in the paperon' a tont*
basis, it's nothing for me."

C:	 Oh, I will continue to write my political summaries on Germany
and I will send them to (BONBON free of charge..
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D:	 That's good.	 appreciate it, and in that way you l liget rid
of the drive to do creative work, which is every fine thing. •

It's like an author who has an idea and wants to put it on paper.
If you want to send it to someone afterwards, send it to
GROSSBAH14

Well, I think we've both learned a lot through these meetings.
Don't you feel that we have learned?

C: Oh Yes.

D: You've been honest With me,. and I've been hOnestaith you.

Cs I have appreciated very'nuch the opportunity to talk with you,
and I'M sorry that I didn't have,aabance todo so a long time
ago. One can see this sane. matter from more than two aides.- I
always looked at my relations With•HOBTTL from just one sida;:

AD: You said that you were getting 600 sohiliings .a mOnWfrom. WILLI
juit because lama thought you were a -good fellow.

Bus he is a good fellow, especially in money matters.

But you aren't pressed for the money;YOu were getting a fairly
--niceaalary. Wasn't that enough to support your wife and 700.-
children/

No, the money wasn't so important. I could have done the work
.-Without it.

Well, you did it without it. Since August of last year ycmper-
Po-max:17=r work without per. Bow is your salary going to be
in Germany? Is it quite satisfactory?

• -
I have two salaries: 1200 marks from the Rhednische Merkur,
and Herder will pi Me 300 mark*:

That will be 1500 marks. Tan should be able to live quite..
nicely.

Oti yes. In Austria no newspver. could pay this much, except
the Neves OestenTeioh.

13:	 -Does the Bones Oesterreich seem to' have a lot of money?-

C:	 Their circulation is estimated to be about 250,000.
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D:	 Is their circulation bigger than the,kurier?

C: No, About the same. The Kurier IS aleo a well-to-do . enter-..:.prise.

D: They have good backing.

Let's see if there is anything else. I think we* gone over
most if not all of the unclear areas and I thinkOhat it is
all cleared Up now. I will look over the tileagain about"
Bopproancz and.I will examine yourreports again.

C: My reports on BgRaDAJICEVITCZ are all in CROSSBAEN's f115,
he could give them to you.

•
D: It Would be appreciated if you viola(' let 99 know when you are

coming back to Austria because theremay be a few ineetions,
and ifys could talk to you for a Ocupb of hour'--we would pay

•you for your tite--

'.:	 C 3	 That won't be necesiary.

• D:

	

	 It couldbe arranged maybe while you're on the way back from
your vacation, or you might cous in while you are Cu vacation.
and we'll pity the train or hue:fere.	 •

•
I will keep in touch with CIROSSEIANN and, via CROSS.BAHN,.with:
you.

•
AD: ,	Thetis fine. I've appreciate:I...the:opportunity :to- talk over these

..thinge. I hope that you have real success in'yournew :job.
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